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ARTICLE II.
AUTHORSlllP OF THE
BY S.ulV:SL O. JUJlTUTT,

D.D~

PE~TATEUCH.

PJlOFE880Jl IN CHICAGO THEOLOGICAL

SBlIINJ.JlT.

(c.tiJraed.from VoZ. xx. p. 865.)
AUTHORSHIP is a matter of testimony. Resemblance in
style and thought, and apparent conformity of circumstances, though they may confirm the testimony, can never
take its place as evidence. The presence of certain qualities in the composition cannot dispense with actual testimony; beoouse those qualities admit of ekilful imitation.
Nor can the absenee of those qualities, unleee in extreme
degree, outweigh the force of testimony j because the Bame
writer, in different moods and at distant intervals, lometimes greatly differs from himself. Abundant instances
Bhow the facility with which acute judges may be misled
when they rely merely on ·their critical powers; while the
frequent conflicting decisions of the most dogmatic of literary critics ought to be a standing admonition to all sucb
arrogance. Men like Hume, Lord Kames, and Robertson,
fully deceived at first by the poems of " Ossian," and some
of them never undeceived; Sheridan and many other literary men of London accepting the "Vortigern" of the boy
Ireland as a relic of the myriad-minded Shakspeare; Sir
Walter Scott commenting on the" Raid of Featherstonehangh" as a genuine ancient ballad; Gesenius, Hamaker,
and Rochette imposed upon by spurious GTeek and Phenician inscriptions from MaIta; German scholars (including
Tiibingen Reviewers) maintaining the antiquity of the
" Amber Witch," till the author found it hard to prove his
authorship; the enigma of" Junius," baffling Europe for half
a century; - cases like these are memorable and instructive. QnestioDs of authorship are to be settled chiefly by
testimony.
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We bring testimony, positive and various, to sustain the received opinion that Moses was the author of the Pentateucb.
First, it hat! been shown that this position is entirely credible by the known circumstances of the case: The art of
writing was in abundant use around the Israelites at that
period; the requisite impulse - a great national and religious epoch - had arrived j the occasion for such a composition nowexisted in the fixed establishment of a nation's
institutions and religion j the requisite person had also appeared, in the remarkable man who is admitted, not only to
have delivered the nation, but to have founded their civil
and religious institutions, and in wbom, legislating for the
present and the future, it would have been the height of
folly to dispense with written records. . Secondly, it has
been shown that there is posi.tive, abundant, and uncontradicted testimony to sustain the position: This testimony is
found, first, in the volume itself, which ascribes to Moses,
and to him alone, a direct agency in its production. None
deny that most of Deuteronomy, and portions of Exodus and
Numbers are therein referred to Moses j no other author is
hinted at; the specifications in those cases exclude no other
portions, but virtually include them, and the more especially as the reasons for a record in other instances were still
more urgent; distinct indications are given that these passages were but parts of a larger whole; special provision
was also made, on the one hand, for a record of all God's
utterances to Moses, and a claim was set up, on the other,
to be that exact record; and meanwhile the portions admitted to claim a Mosaic authorship rehearse and authenticate
the essential features of the whole Pentateuch. Again, the
later books of the Old Testament often refer to the Pentateuch, in whole or in part, frequently ascribing it to Mo8Cs,
and never, either in whole or in part, to any other author.
Still further, it was the undisputed belief of the Jewish
nation at and before the time of Christ, known to be handed
reverentially down from the past, - a testimony so well
known that its echoes are to be found even in heathen
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writers. Furthermore, the Saviour and his apostles reasserted the received opinion, clearly committing themselves,
by positive statements, to that view. In addition to all this,
there is an entire absence of any other claimant, either affirmed or hinted at in the course of history. T/lirdly, it hus
been shown how this testimony is confirmed by other indications: The manner of the volume accords with the notion
of a record made in the time of the main transactions recorded; most of the other books of the Old Testament
contain traces of its previous existence; various archaisms
are found in it; fresh marks of a residence in Egypt appear
upon it; 1 traces of the wilderness are not wanting; no
later period can be suggested whose characteristics would
have given rise to such a book; and finally, those who deny
that Moses was the author cannot present, much less maintain, a plausible substitute, there being among them no
agreement as to the number or the date of tbe alleged
writers.
A more remarkable instance of testimony lying entirely on
one 8~de of a question cannot be found. Nor is it easy to
mention any legitimate kind of evidence which is wanting.
An additional sweeping declaration in the Pentateuch, that
the volume as a wbole was written by the great lawgiver,
would not bave helped the case j not only because of possible questions as to changes made subsequent to the declaration, but also by reason of tbe entire nonchalance with
which the masters of the" higher criticism" summarily set
aside such testimony. Thus all these critics, De Wette,
Knobel, Davidson, and the like, freely admit that the whole
1 In addition to the correspondent'eS of Hebrew and old Egyptilln names of
familiar objects, mentioned in a former Article (Bib. Sacra, Vol. XX. p 845),
we may give the following from Seyffllrth: "I~;-:;, Egyptian .'pr, trumpet;
:r~:"f~, Ib, finger j I"'I?~, Art, .pan; MIj~, ~'p, palm j tt~h, papyrus, km, reprclented by & pictnre of the plant, Rnd forming the symbol of lower Egypt; ;:1',
blrp, Egyptian nfr, represented by the outline of & harp, though hllving the de.
rivative .ense of .. good ;" and several other words, of which the l"Onncction is
iu most instances "cry clearly traceablo through the Coptic. - SeyfJ"arth'. TheaIngische Schriftcn der Alter Aegypter, p. 117.
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book of Deuteronomy (except the beginning and the ending) claims to be the exact utterance of Moses. But the
statement goes for nothing with them. Says De Wette: 1
" The author of Deuteronomy, as it appears, would have us
regard his whole ,book as the work of Moses; but," adds this
judicial personage," the obscurity and unfitness of these
claims deprive them of all value as proofs." After the same
manner, Dr. Davidson proceeds in his latest work: 51 "A late
writer," he says, "represents the whole of Deuteronomy, or
at least chaps. iv. - xxx., as proceeding from Moses's hand
(ch. xxxi). This was a bold step for the unknown author;
and had not this been a time of some literary activity. the
thing could scarcely have suggested itself to his mind, or
been successfully executed." He thinks" the deception was
an innocent one," and proceeds to deal both with the moral
question and with the extraordinary phenomenon he has
conjured up, of such a forgery palmed off upon Moses in "a
time of some literary acti1)ity," in the following mode: "The
sentiments conveyed by the Deuteronomist are essentially
those of Moses. In this manner we reduce the fiction of
the writer to a very harmless thing. Nor is it without
example in the range of the national history of the Jews i
for the book of Ecclesiastes presents a parallel. Why it
was not challenged we are rulable to say [!]; but there
were comparatively few persons in the nation at the time
who had a knowledge of literature, - some Levites and
prophets being the learned class. And it is possible that at
the particular time and among tile people of the Jews the
work would not be regarded as reprehensible simply on
account of its envelope. The temper of the times was
favorable to the reception of the work, even though it may
have been recognized in its true character, since it is unreasonable to look for a higb standard of Christian morality in
a period of Jewish degenemcy. Compamtively innocent as
the fiction was, we cannot blame the age for accepting it
1 D~
I

Wettc'. Introduction (Parker'8 Tmn8lalion), Vol. 11. p. 159.
l)aviuson','Introduction, Vol. I. pp. 37&,376.
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without hesitation; though it may have been aware of the
dress chosen by the author for his work. But perhaps not
many knew the real case; the learned class being small."
We do not pause to analyze this notable piece of reasoning, and point out either its lofty standard, its consistE'ncy with itself and the writer's connected statements, the
distinctness of its solutions, the certainty of its assumptions,
or the finnness and cloudlessness of its whole theory. We
only wish to show the estimation in which an author's own
deliberate testimony is held by such writers.
Of course, this whole class of writers, from De Wette to
Davidson, make no account whatever of any assertion of
Christ and his apostles on this subject. "Such a prejudice'
should have no weight at all in criticism," says De Wette; I
and Davidson echoes: "the higher criticism must decide
the question independently" of the New Testament; II Dr.
Davidson admits that Christ and the apostles not merely
assume but affirm that Moses was the author of the Pentateuch or principal portions of it;' but, with some show of
hesitancy, he finally subsides to the same level with Colenso,
that the Saviour was mistaken: "considering therefore the
human limitations to which the Son of God was subjected
on earth, we are not irreverent in supposing that he shared
the common views of the Jews of his day in regard to points
ethically or doctrinally unimportant." 4
The external evidence in the case i~ certainly all, perhaps
more than all, that could be looked for on a question of ancient authorship. In its amount and unanimity it is, for
that class of cases, quite extraordinary. The opposers of the
Moeaic authorship clearly show that their view is not influenced in the slightest degree by the amount or kind of
testimony. To individuals who can so easily despatch the
express statements of Deuteronomy as a " harmless fiction,"
it would of course make no difference if similar statements
J

I
I

De Wette'. Introduction, Vol. II. p. 160.
Dnvidson'. Introduction, Vol. I. p. 126.
Ibid., p. 125.

• Ibid., p. li1l

_J
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had recurred in every chapter from the first of Genesis.
Men who can not only dispose of the reverential belief of
the whole Jewish nation, coming down unbroken, uncontradicted, and entwined with the very institutions which they
confessedly received from Moses, but can also blur over a
grand problem of stupendous imposture in the unconscious
slip-sh~ method of Dr. Davidson, could find no weighty
evidence in the past. The position taken is really that of
abrogating all historic testimony in a case of literary history,
and substituting the supposed acuteness of a modern critic.
We proceed, therefore, to our fourth proposition.
IV. The concurrent evidence that Moses was the author
of the Pentateuch is exposed to no decisive or even formidable objection.
It is not necessary to deny that there are points requiring
explanation, and difficulties needing solution. How could
we, for a moment, suppose it to be otherwise 1 Who could
be so simple as to expect that a volume of such immense
antiquity, ranging so far back of all contemporaneous and
explanatory writings, should prp-sent no perplexing questions
as to its form and history 1 The absence of all such matters would be really suspicious and indicative of artifice.
Many of the alleged difficulties may appear to be imaginary,
others more or less real, but all of them capable of a fair
solution - such a solution as, with a similar weight of evidence on the other side, would be admitted at once in the
gravest judicial investigations as sufficient. We shall endeavor to touch upon all that require attention j and for this
purpose shall have in mind prominently, though not exclusively, the collection of objections industriously arranged by
Dr. Davidson in his recent Introduction to the Old Testament. We fix upon this as the latest, as well as one of the
most delibernte and laboriQus, presentations of the case
against the claims of Moses.
Now in reply to the varied and positive testimony to the
fact of authorship, it was competent to the objectors to take
one or all of three courses: first, they might, if possible,
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have intrOtluced conflicting testimony j secondly, they might
show, if they could, that the present testimony is worthless,
aod might point out why it is not to be received as other
similar but far weaker testimony is received; or, thirdly,
they might destroy its force by finding in the contents of the
volume inseparable portioos which could not have come from
the alleged author; such as misstatements of facts that he
must have known, or facts betraying a later date or a different residence. In the last case, however, it is not enough
to point out a supposed improbability, but a real incompatibility. It is also necessary to the validity of the objection to
show that all theories of occasional emendation or interpolation are absolutely inadmissible. Nothing less will satisfy
the course of a judicial investigation.
Of these three possible courses, the first and simplest is
not even attempted. Unfortunately for the objectors, the
whole sweep of testimony points only to Moses. Not the
slightest hint can be ferreted out from any quarter, in the
course of ages, implying that any other person than Moses
was responsible for our present Pentateuch as a whole.
The second course has been almost equally given up.
Supercilious and contemptuous dismissals of the claims of
these witnesses are abundant enough; but a calm and manly
examination and refutation of these claims in comparison
with such testimony as that on which the writings of Josephus, Tacitus, or Thucydides are received as genuine,- where
is it to be found? Nowhere. Nothing would better disclose the unfairness of the objections than the attempt.
The actual argument is reduced chiefly to the third
method. It is the application of what is called" the higher
criticism" to the contents of the volume. It comprises a
considerable variety of material, collected with an industry
that is out of an proportion to the logic, and presented with
an air of assurance which lacks only a valid basis to be truly
formidable. As matter of fact it comprises much that is
unsupported, cOnsiderable that is irrelevant, and some things
which, though bearing on the point, are entirely indecisive.
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None of them, as we shall endeavor to show, are insuperable objt'.ctions to the view received on testimony.
The objections may be classed as positive, negative, and
irrelevant.
. 1. Positive objections. Statements and allusions in the
Pentateuch alleged to be incompatible with its having been
wri tten by Moses.
(i.) Here belongs the attempt once made to show that the
Pentateuch conta.ned numerous palpable errors in its statement of EbPytian customs. This effort, of which Von Bohlen
was the leading exponent (in his work published in 1835,
Die Genesis erliiutert), now deserves mentioning only for
completeness of, enumeration. Had that ill-fated author
made good his attempt, it certainly would ha.ve been a valid
disproof of the composition of the Pentateuch by Moses;
inasmuch as such glaring errors would have been incompatible with the knowledge which Moses, as a resident of
Egypt, must have had of that country. As matter of fact,
the attack WIlS so completely demolished in every particular
as to result in a remarkable proof of the minute accuracy of
the sacred volume, and to become strongly corroborative of
the receivcd view. Hengstenberg's reply is too well known
to require mention.
(ii.) It has been alleged that there are "certain arithmetical errors in the narrative," which are unquestionably
inconsistent with the ascription of the whole Pentateuch to
a contemporaneous author! In view of the abundant replies which have been made to this class of objections, we
shall deal with them but briefly now, and only as they affect
the question of the contemporaneousness of the composition.•
To the chief of these objections - that a nation of 600,003
warriors, implying more than 2,000,000 souls, could not have
1 Such i~ even Canon Stanlry's inconsiderate IISsent to the rompntations of
C\>lenso. Staoley's Hi~tory of the Jewish Church (Am. ed.). p. 567.
I For a Culler statement of our views (thongh still brief) '11'0 refer to a criticism
ou Coleoso, io Vol. XX. of this Periodical. pp. 660-670. Dr. A. Deuisch bItS
written on the wholo the most satisfactory of the more extended replics to Co!ooso which have fallen under our notice. There are points of his argument
wbich IIIlmit of improvement.
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sprung from the alleged ancestry - the Bible furnishes its
own sufficient answer when it specifies ten generations
(1 ebron. vii. 23 - 27) from Joseph to Joshua, and seven
from Judah to Bezaleel. This fact alone removes all impossibility from the case. But other suggestions are at hand:
Jacob certainly, before the descent to Egypt, had, like his
father and grandfather, a large retinue of servants (Gen. xxx.
4!J i xxxii. 5, 7, 10), two of whom were the mothers of four
of his sons. That the SOilS had servants Of their own is not
only probable from the universal custom, but seems necessitated by the statement that Simeon and Levi (xxxiv. 25-29)
captured the city of Sichem. That they must have been accompanied on that occasion by their seTVants (as was Abraham
by his three hundred and eighteen, xiv.4), is so obvious that
Knobel does not hesitate to speak of it as done by" Simeon
and Levi and· their domestics" (mit ihren Leuten). But
when Jacob and his family went down into Egypt, they
went with "their flocks and their herds and all tllat they
have" (Gen. xlvii. 1; xlv. 10). The omission of these in
the enumeration of the" seventy souls" (Ex. i. 5), was in
accordance with the writer's evident principle to specify only
the pure original stock of Jacob i a principle so rigidly
adhered to that the sons' wives are not included in the list.
This retinue and their offspring becoming identified with the
fortunes of Israel in Egypt, must, from the necessity of the
ease, have been fully incorporated with them. Besides, we
know incidentally that there were intermarriages with Egyptians. Joseph had mamed the daughter of PotiphaT. Moses himself had an Ethiopian or Cushite wife (Num. xii.l),
supposed by the majority of commentators to be n different
person from Zipporah. We are told (Lev. xxiv. 10) of" the
son of an I"raelitish woman, whose father was an Egyptian." And we find even that there was a "mixed multitude" (Ex. xii. 38. Num. xi. 4), which went up from Egypt
with the children of Israel. And moreover there was a
special provision in the fundamental law of the nation for
incorporating the circumcised stranger with the chosen peo-
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pie (Ex. xii. 48, 49; Lev. xix. 33, 34; Num. xv. 14 -16;
Deut. xxix. 11). All these considerations together leave no
difficulty whatever in accounting for the alleged numbers.
In close connection with this point, it has been asserted
that the assembling and departure of this multitude of
people is related to have been done in a manner incompatible with a personal knowledge; that it is too hurried.
But the objection overlooks the real facts of the case. The
narrative has furnished all the necessary elements to form a
satisfactory and consistent account. First, and chiefly, there
is a leader, who, judged by whatever standard, must have
been a great and competent commander. Secondly, the
scheme of rescue, even to some of its details, - such as the
consultation with the elders, the series of miracles, and the
provi~ion of money, jewelry, and raiment, - was laid before
him before he went from Midian to Egypt (Ex. iii.). Next
is related the actual consultation with the elders (ch. iv.) on
his arrival, with a full statement of the grand scheme. Next
begin the interviews with Pharaoh (ch. v.), the intent of which
was from the first made known to the whole people by bit.
ter experience (v. 8,20, etc.), and was again distinctly stated
to them by Moses, before the commencement of the miracles.
Then follow the series of chastisements, which, from the indications of time connected with them, must have occupied
at least several weeks, perhaps months. At length comes
the destruction of the first-born, which, as Moses was forewarned (xi. 1-8), was to be the signal of departure. The
exodus was to take place on the 14th; and the final order of
preparation was given at some time previous to the 10th
day of the same month (xii. 3), - an order including the
arrangements for sudden departure on the night of the 14th
of Nisan (xii. 11). These are the distinct statements of the
narrative; and the attempt of Dr. Colenso to bring all tbis
preparation within "twelve hours" on the strength of our
English version" this night" (for" the same night") in Ex.
xii. 12, simply exhibits an ignorance of the Hebrew i~iom in
the use of n;~, which a consultation of Gesenius':l Hebrew
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Lexicon would at once have dispelled. I It is not at all inconsistent with hnman nature or the well-known traits of this
people, that, wben at the last moment they were hurriedly
driven out of Egypt, especially from the capital where
Pharaoh dwelt, their bread should have been unleavened
and their food not prepared. The final burry would have
been more urgent at tbe capitaL There is no reason, however, to understand that they were all congregated at Ramesea. Various circumstances in tbe narrative as well as
repeated statements that tbey were driven out of " Egypt,"
imply that they were widely dispersed over the country.
That they went out in various consolidated bodies is somewhat clearly stated in Ex. xii. 41, 51; of which bands the
principal one, including Moses and the elders, and therefore
termed pre-eminently" the cbildren of Israel," would have
departed directly from the capital. So ample is the time
allowed for the subsequent march that we find (comp. Num.
l:xxiii.3 and Ex. xvi. 1) a wbole month to have elapsed
between the departure from Rameses and that from Elim, a
distance probably not much morc than a hundred miles.!)
A testimony to the completeness of preparation is undoubtedly found in the very word Q"I~~,=! (Ex. xiii. 18, Eng.
version" harnessed"), on which an attempt has been made
to raise an objection. Modern commentators are nearly
unanimous here in rejecting the specific meaning" armed; "
and, though with eomc diversity in detail, agreed in finding
the declaration of a somewhat thorough preparation for the
march. The clue to its meaning, as Rosenmiiller suggests,
is found in its intercbangeable use with t:I~~~q, of which the
1 In defining the word til the Lexicon says: .. in historical narTative, that
which has just been menlio~ed i8 regarded 88 present." Examples given are
Gen. vii. 11; Ell:. xilt. I, both P08t periods. InsllIncea of ita future reference are
Lev. xxiii. 14, 21, where it i8 joined with =::I:~ I and in vene 61h of the same
ehapter whero it stands alone; meaning in all "'these cases simply U the same."
t In illustration of this great event Stanley allude8 to "the sudden retreat of
a wholo nomadie people - fOO,OOO TIU'UU"S - under cover of a single night,
from the confines of Runia into their native deserts, DS late 81 the close or tho
1l1>t century!" - Histl)ry of the Jewish Church, p. 13i.
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known meaning is " girt about the loins," and thus in a state
of readiness for some effort j thus compare Num. xxxii. 32
with Josh. i. 14, and Josh. iv. 12 with iv. 13. The Septuagint translates the word di~Q)IIO£ in Josh. i. 14, and ~U:O'ICEV
aup.evo£ in Josh. iv. 12. And though the Vulgate invU1'iably
translates armati, supported by Aquila and Symmachu8 and
many of the Fathers, the somewhat general consent of modern scholars is cxpressed by the broader terms "equipped,
geriistet, parati." 1
We shall but allude, for completeness of statement, to
certain other objections of the same nature, which have been
already sufficiently answered elsewhere: alleged oversights
or incompatibilities, which it is asserted imply a later fabrication. We would add that if the 'supposed oversights are
real, this pseudo-Moses was certainly a very sorry bungler
in the art of fabrication, and he found a still sorrier set of
dupes in the whole nation who elevated him to Moses's
seat, and for hundreds of years reverentially received his
foolish utterances. But in truth nearly all the arithmetical
difficulties raised by Dr. Colenso are not contradictions,
impossibilities, or incompatibilities j they are simply unexplained or incomplete statements, in which no difficulty at
all might have been seen if the writer had furnished one
wanting linlt, and from which now all difficulty vanishes
when some admissible supposition is supplied. The statements that Moses addressed all Israe], and that the congregation assembled within the court of the tabernacle, rue
relieved from being the most stupid of fictions by the simplest of explanations, viz. that as Israel was organized as
thoroughly as any modern army, Moses in addressing them
had only to proceed as does any modern general, and communicate through his inferior officers (as indicated Dent.
nvii. 1, 9, 14) j and that the congregation could be, and
often was assembled representatively, - a fact proved by
1 Geeenios gives, "acres, ltrBnui, alacru ad pognBodum," which Keil adopts.
Fiirst very widely, .. acciocti, pami, instmcti, armati." Knobel," io orgnniz d
baods." Ewald revives an old view of Theodotion, "io five diYisioD'," n:; from
1:!;" I jive, or 1\ supposed ~~.
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instances in which "tlte elderl" are identified with the
congregation and" the children of Israel" (Ex. xii. 3, 21, 28;
xix. 7, 8; Deut. v. 1, 2, 3; Lev. ix. 1, 0, 23, 24).1 The supposed impossiblc duty of the priest" to carry" the offal and
ashes of the sacrifice without the camp (Lev. iv. 11, 12),
becomes perfectly feasible by merely understanding the woru
.~;" in its legitimate sense "remove," or "cause to go
fanh." Besides, the encampment consisted of five distinct
camps (Num. i., ii., x.), one of which comprised the Levites
alone. The specific direction for cleanliness in the camp
(Dent xxiii. 12-14), which has been cited as requiring an
impossibility, is shown by the context to refer to the military
camp of a future warfare in the promised land, where a
much smaller number of persons was to be concerned; while
the sanitary arrangements of the wilderness, in this respect,
are not preserved in the narrative, but must of course have
met the emergency. The method, very likely, was the same,
except in tbe distance traversed: such is now the common
cnstom of Asiatics. The Punjaub Sanitary Report for
1862, says, that" In our jails all our refuse is buried in tile garden, and being rapidly decomposed •.... no inconvenience
is experienced"; and the writer specifies tbe general custom
as being conformed to the supposed custom of the Israelites.~
'fhe objection that lambs enougb for the passover could
not have been procured in the wilderness is sufficiently
answered by the facts, first, that the law was enacted primarily for permanent observance in tlte settled home, and
irrespective of that protracted wandering; that we do not
know whether it was observed in the wilderness after the
sojourn at Sinai, or was superseded, like circumcision; and
that, if it was kept, in an emergency a single lamb might
suffice for a large number of persons, simply for a memorial
observance. God never exacted impossibilities, and in some
cases even then, waived ceremonial regulations, as when
It i. not a,serted tbat thi. is always the CIl88. The word ~~, like ;r,i;,
commooly designates the people as a body. The context must determine.
r Cited by G. ~ Drew in his reply to COIOOIO, p. 91.

1
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(Lev. x. 4) the Levites entered the sanctuary to remove the
corpses of Nadab and Abihu, and as in the marked case of
circumcit>ion. And whereas from the nature of the case we
infer (and Colenso admits, Part I. p. 91) that such of the
observances as hinged upon harvest gatherings mUMt have
lain in abeyance, we find also, in Deut. xii 8, 9, and Amos
v. 25, 26, intimations that there was, in practice, a large
deviation from the law of sacrifices.
This, too, is a sufficient answer to the question how the
small number of the priests in the wilderness could sprinkle
the blood of so many paschal lambs, and how it could be
done in the court of the tabernacle. If at any time the
number Of priests was then inadequate to their work, what
difficulty in supposing an arrangement similar to what was
admitted and commended in the time of Hezekiah, when the
priests being "too few," were aided in their functions by
"their brethren the Levites" (2 ehron. xxix. 34), and the
course of Solomon, who finding the one altar inadequate to
his sacrifice, consecrated and used another (2 Chron. vii. 7).
These suppositions are perfectly admissible, being suggested
by the sacred volume itself, and in full analogy with its
spirit and method.
Several other peculiarities of number, which have been
cited as objections, are disposed of by easy suppositions.
The exact correspondence of the numbers of the poll-tax
(Ex. xxxviii. 25, 26) and that of the census or military muster within six months following (Num. i. 1-46), taken in
connection with the proximity of time, points conclusively
to the identity of the reckoning j and may be explained either
that the poll·tax registry was used for the military census 80
soon following, or (with Benisch) that the free-will offeri"oO'$
of the people (Ex. xxxv. 6 - 9, 20 - 29), being even more than
was needed for the tabernacle (xxxvi. 5-7), were made to take
the place of the poll-tax, which was destined for the same parpose (xxx. 16), the product of the poll.tax being (as matter of
fact) identified with" the offering" (ch. xxxviii. 24, .29),1
1

Dr. Denisch supposes that from the &uperauundant ofl'cring enough "\\-as
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It is objected that the number of the first census must be
fictitious, from the great disproportion of families, e.g. Dun's
descendants numbering 62,000 (Num. ii. 26), though but one
son is mentioned at the descent to Egypt, and the descendants of Levi's three sons numbering but 22,000. To which
we reply that the simple disproportion between the families
is of no account; as great a disproportion as one to three,
or to nine, may continually be found, for example, among
the descendants of the first settlers of New England. The
only question is, are the individual numbers impossible?
The small number of Levi's descendants requires no explanation, even if it had been far smaller. Tbe large number
of Dan's descendants would be fully explained if the narra:tive had stated that Dan had other sons afterwards born in
Egypt and reCkoned in the family of Hushim (as was sometimes done, 1 ebron. xxviii. 11), and blessed with large families, or that he had a large retinue of servants to include inhis tribe, or that he had daughters whose offspring were
reckoned in the family of Hushim. We add in passing, that
however regular the movement of population on a large
l'CIlle under the same influences, nothing is more capricious
in limited sections and in exceptional circumstances; and
there can be no better evidence that the numbers in the
Pentateuch are not "fixed up," than the diversity of the
amounts given.
A remaining arithmetical question is: How could the
number of first-born sons (Num. iii. 43) be but 22,273, when
the fighting men amounted to 603,500, - a proportion of
but one in forty-two, and requiring, at first sight, the supposition that every mother had forty-t",·o sons 1 The peculiar
disproportion at once suggests to a fair mind some limitations not here expressed; just as a foreigner who should
read the United States conscription law and then observe
the meagre results of the draft in many, or even all, sections
taken (and made into books) to bring 'be amonnt of silver to the exact amonnt
wbich the prescribed poIl-tax would bave prodnccd; tho 8ams thus ngrccing.
beca\llll they were made to agree.
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of the country, before declaring the latter to be fictitious,
would do well to consider whether there might not be
certain principles of limitation followed by the medical
inspectors which are not found in the letter of the law. In
this instance the difficulty is to decide what is the principle.
" All the first-born males" may be fairly understood, with
reference to the avowed object of the census, to mean all
who were subject to the law of redemption, or possibly {with
Benisch) all who would be liable to the tabernacle service.
Two circumstances in the narrative point somewhat clearly
to the belief that this could have been but part of t.he whole
number: (1) The originofthe scheme- God having appropriated the first-born of Israel when he destroyed the firstborn of Egypt; but the slain first-born of Egypt evidently
did not include those who were themselves heads of {amilie~, but only the first-born in the several families (Ex. xii. 29,
30). (2) The redemption-money actually paid for the excess
of the first-born over the number of the Levites (Num. iii.
46,47), was that which was previously required (Lev. xxvii.
6) for the redemption of persons under six '!lear, old. This
last fact bas given rise to the tbeoryof Baumgarten, that only
those of five years and under were included, reinforced by
Bunsen's suggestion that children of that age were by surrounding tribes devoted to destruction. The other fact
gives rise to a limitati09 of Kurtz, which certainly seems
warranted, that in the census of the first-born those were not
included who had families of their own. Kurtz argues that,
oriental marriages taking place on the average as early as
the fifteenth or sixteenth year,. this would give to a population of 600,000 males over twenty years of age some
200,000 under fifteen; and the 22,273 first-born would be
about one in nine of this number, - a proportion not incredible in itself, but po88ibly already reduced by rejecting
the various deformed and blemished ones, who being incapacitated for the sacred office, therefore could not require a
Bubstitute or a redemption. These suppositiOllS, consistent
1

So also

DUr.lleD,

BilY.1wcrk, Vol. I. p. 161.
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with the narrative, and even suggested by it, are sufficient to
explain the smallness of the number. Any man who should
take the general terms of the United States Conscription Act,
and compare with it the results of the first draft, without
taking into aceount tbe previous million volunteers, or
knowing the manifold grounds of medical exemption, might
make the facts sadly un historical by the" higher criticism."l
None of the alleged arithmetical difficulties carry with
them more than a superficial force. An objection which, at
its highest point, only inquires how can this be, is annihilated by the suggestion of any possible mode.
(iii.) It is affirmed that the narrative contains grave errots
in its representations and implications concerning the" wilderness." and therefore could not have been written by
Moses.
This class of objections, like the previous one, is only an
appeal to our ignorance of the facts. It is a blow in the
dark. It is no counter-proof, squarely meeting the place and
time; but an inference from the state of the country more
than three thousand years later, and that exaggerated in the
description.
The reckleB8ness with which these allegations are made
by some writers, is well illustrated by the statement of Colen80, that the law prescribing an offering of turtle-doves or
young pigeons" could not have been written by Moses, but
must have been composed at a later age," in Canaan, because" in the desert it would have been equally impossible
for rich or poor to procnre them." I To omit all other reply,
I Dr. Beni8ch'. explanation that it includes only those fit for tabernacle service (Til. between the ages of thirty and fifty years) seems hardly consistent with
the st&temeu& of Nom. iii. 39, 43, "from one month old j " and tbe Iimitatiou of
Balimgarte1l and Bunsen &0 be years of age, hardly compatible with the phl'Wle
"from one month old and lAPIIJOI'fb," as it appears in other iustances throughout
the chapter, though jj; might be taken as a brief designation of one of four
c:la!Iees enumerated in LeT. XXTii. 3 -7. nunseu rell80nl that such a limitation
would be understood from a knowlodge of the surroundiug heathen cos&om of
offenog young children &0 Moloch.
• CoIeDllO 00 'be Pentateuch, PlIrt I. pp. 188, 18V.
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it is not only true that the pigeon is a cosmopolite, and

is found in the countries on both sides of the wilderness (in
Egypt, Asia Minor, and Palestine), but travellers distinctly
mention its occurrence in this very region. In the heart of
the Peninsula, before reaching Sinai, Miss Martineau" saw
a good many pigeons j" J Mr. Drew saw" a flight of billI!",
thousands in number," on the day of crossing el-Tih;":l and
Robinson found the ruins of Abdeh (Eboda) "the resort of
a multitude of pigeons, which flew out in a. cloud." 3
On this subject, however, objectors usually deal in vague
and general denials. They broadly assert the physical features of the wilderness to be such as must have rendered
it impossible to lead so great a company through it to
Palestine.
In considering the objection drawn from the condition of
the wilderness, two preliminary considerations are to be
borne in mind: first, the journey through the wildemel's, led
by Moses, is one Of the settled historic facts. It took place
somehow, and with a large body of people. It is to be
explained, not denied. Secondly, the event may be fairly
classed, on the lowest view, with the great and difficnlt
achievements, like Hannibal's entrance into Italy, or the
grand milita.ry combinations of Napoleon. It is useless to
conceal difficulties, which the narrative itself makes 80
prominent and memorable. With these preliminary words,
we proceed to show that the objection limps on every foot.
(1). Nothing can be made of the term "wilderness,"
which is in scripture applied to this whole region. The
Hebrew .,~~ signifies a "pasture land," not a region of
sand. As matter of fact, in the supposed track of the Israelites, sand deserts without vegetation are the exception.•
This will be more fully shown presently.
(2). It is an unfounded opinion that the scriptures themMis! Martineau's Journal. quoted in G. S. Drew'. reply to cOleaso, p Ge.
Drew's R~ply, p. 66.
• Robinson's Rese8rcbee. VoL L p. liM.
• See Drew's Treatise, p. 68.
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!!elves describe this wl,ole region as utterly desolate. In the
last resort Dr. Colen so repeatedly falls back on allusions to
"the great and terrible wilderness," "where there was no
water" (Deut. viii. 15; Num. xx. 4,5; Jer. ii. 6).1 But the
Bible applies these statements to limited portions of the way.
It is said of one place only before reaching Sinai (the uncertain place Rephidim, Ex. xvii.l)," there was no water there."
The desert which is described in Deut. i. 19 as great nnd
tenible, we are told in the same verse, was after leaving
Horeb by way of the mountain of the Amorites, as they
came to Kadesh Barnea. The 'I evil place," where there
was DO water to drink (Num. xx. 4,5), was (ve. 1) nt this
same Kadesh, in the desert of Zin. So in Deut. viii. 19 the
writer makes the place distinct, by describing it as the pJace
of the fiery serpents - the same general region again (Num;
xxi. 4, 5) encountered nfter leaving Hor to compass Edom
by the Red Sea, that is, as they returned upon their track.
The description in Jer. ii. 6 is a graphic singling out of the
worst horrors of the way, without a definite statement of
localities; although, as Benisch maintains, the use of the
technical word tt1?~ may be a specification of .this same
Ghar. So far from describing the whole region traversed as
being so utterly desolate, the scriptures abundantly indicate. the contrary. There is mention of a brook with rUIlning water at Sinai (Deut. ix. 21; Ex. xxxii. 20); a natural
supply of water in "the wilderness of Moab" (Num. xxi.
13-18); wells at Elim (Ex. xv. 27); bitter water at Marah
xv. 1); special arrangements with two tribes on the way for
water and food (Deut. ii. 28, 29); and the same proposal
made to a third; a similar proposal afterward rejected by
tbe Amorites and Moabites (xxiii. 5), showing the careful
consideration of the whole subject. The same foresight
appears in the proposal of MOBes to Hobab to accompany
them (Num. x. 29 - 32) in their future encampments, that
"thou mayest be to us instead of eyes," i.e. as RosenmiiUer
suggests, tOat he may guide them to places where there
1 ColenlO, Pan I. pp. 120, 128, 132, 134-
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were pasturage and fountains. The immediate exercise of
that care is shown in the same chapter (va. 33), when the
ark preceded them" to search out a resting-place for them."
Furthermore, all the incidental allusions to this region
imply that it was not the Sahara that we are asked to
believe. Abraham was able to pass from Palestine to
Egypt (probably through the northern portion), and to retorn
with all his riches of servants and sheep and oxen and asses
and camels (Gen. xii. 16). Jacob made the same jonrney
with all his flocks and herds (xlvi. 6; xlvii. 1). Moses
pastured Jethro's flocks in the region around Sinai, and
there first met his wife by a well (Ex. ii. 16). We find
Abraham in the eastern part of the peninsula, dwelling between Kadesh and Shur (Gen. xx. 1), among the Philistines
- a people with a king, court, and army. In the same
region Isaac found an abode when there was a famine in
Palestine (xxvi. 1), and dwelt there with flocks and berds
(vs. 14), finding a productive soil (vs.12) and wells of water
(vs. 18 - 22). Amraphel earned his conquests, and therefore
his army, to Paran and to Kadesh (xiv. 6, 7), stations of the
Israelites (Num. xiii. 26). The same wUderness of Paran
became the home of Ishmael (Gen. xxi. 21). While at Kadesb (Ex. xiii. 26), Moses speaks of " the inhabitants of the
land," evidently of the surrounding region. The Amalekites,
whose home was on the border of Canaan, fell on the rear of
Israel at Rephidim (Ex. xvii. 8; Deut. xxv. 18) in the neighborhood of Sinai. The force was evidently large, and must
have crossed the worst portion of the desert. Pharaoh evidently viewed the journey of Israel as possible; for he refused permission to go three days' marcb into the wilderness,
unless they left their women and children (Ex. x. 10, 12), or
:; ho~!!ast their flocks (vs. 24) behind. Moses also mentions
b " (Lwe passed in the midst of the nations which ye passed
y 'on in 'ut. xxix. 16). The Bible nowhere describes this
J't'~3). It i~rms inconsistent with its own narrative.
nrotic penin\ a gross exaggeration to describe the whole Si,1.a at the present day as a scene of utter dew-
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lation, destitute of the means of subsistence for animals and
men. In the eagerness to carry a point, certain intense statements of travellers concerning particular localities (and often
in unfavorable seasons) have been sweepingly applied to the
whole country. A careful inspection of its geography in conflection with tke daily journal of some accurate traveller, like
Robinson, will at once dispel these broad assertions. The
desolation, though great, is not total- nothing lil,e it.
The present caravan route to Mecca, over which five thousand pilgrims annually pass in a body, lies directly tbrough
the whole length of the most desert portion of the peninsula.1
Stanley, whose general statements have been quoted with
much effect to prove the utter desolation of tbe desert, also
infonns us that" bare as the surface of the desert is, yet the
tbin clothing of vegetation is seldom entirely withdrawn,
especially the aromatic shrubs on tbe bill-sides"; and that
" springs, whose sources are for the most part high up in the
mountain clefts, occasionally sending down into the wadys
rills of water," and surrounded by tracts of vegetation, "occur
at such frequent intervals that, after leaving Suez, there is at
Jeast one such spot in each successive day's journey." !l Riippell notices four perennial brooks: at Wadyel-Ain, Salaka,
Hibran, Feiran.3 Mr. Drew, a recent and careful observer,
remarks: " , Bare and barren plains,' , entire desolation,' etc.,
are descriptions ridiculously unsuitable to immense portions
of the 18,000 square miles which are comprised in the 8urface of this country, and especially to that portion in which
thirty-eight of the forty years of the wanderings were passed.
In the configuration and levels of its surfaces, and indeed in
all its physical characteristics, the peninsula includes regions
of the most varied character. In Borne parts no waste places
can exceed its arid and dreary barrenness; in others, it is
fertile, abundantly watered, and romantic in the beauty and
1 Stanley giftS this namber. - Sinai and Pa1eIItine, p. 116. Mr. StepheD8 give.
the number thac left Cairo in the c:ara,"an which he "11', at 30,000. - Tranls ia
Egypt, Vol. L p. 171.
I ~inai and Poleatioe, pp. 113, 19.
• ibid., p. 19•.
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even magnificence of its pr08pt'ctS." J He instances especially as of the latter description the Paran highlands, which
probably may have been occupied for many years by the
Israelites; and he sustains his general statement by ample
quotations from his own journal and tbat of Miss Martineau.
The latiRr traveller informs us tbat "there is abundant rain
ill the peninsula, usually in December and January."!l Mr.
Stephens, who visited Sinai apparently as late as March,
tells us that there was rain there twice during bis brief stay,
and on leaving he was, tbe same night, overtaken by a raill",torm that fell in perfect torrents during the evening and
night.3 Dr. Robinson was assured by the Arab guides that
" in those years when there is plenty of rain, grass springs up
over the whole face of the desert..
As the proof of general statements is found in details, let
us follow the general track of the Israelites, with brief notices
from the careful Robinson, mostly in his own language :
At Ayoun Mousa (tbe Wells of Moses), opposite Suez, he
found, seven fountains of brackish water, and ruins of a
former village; next day, a small quantity of sweet water at
Abu Suweirah; the same day, the fountain Hawarah (Msrah), a basin six or eigbt feet in diameter and two feet deep,
flowing with bitter, brackish water - and the "cup of
Sudr" lying off the route. (In the first half of tbis distance,
between Ayoun Mousa and Wady Sudr, a space still swept
by sand storms, Drew mentions two miles of mouuds covered
with rich green tufts, and a large flock of gazellos seen
through tbe sand-storm.) Half an bour further is a small
fertile plain, with a rich loam and abundant vegetation,
cultivated by the modern' Arabs; two hours further, wady
Ghurundel (Elim, probably), with numerous shrubs, straggling acacias, tamarisks, and small palm-trees, with fountains of water and a running brook near by;5 the following
Drew's Examination of Coleoao, p. 66.
I Ibid.
Stophens's Egypt, etc., Vol. I. p. 240; ll. p.IO. StanlV al80 eueountered a
.. sharp rain.stoMl,l " in wadI Sa11l1. - Sinai, p. 79.
• Rcsearchllll. Vol. L p. 172.
'Olher travellers speak mach more eDthasiaelica11lof thiI nlleI; ". mile
I
I
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day, wady Useit, with a few palm-trees and a .iWe .wate,
standing in holes; wady Thai, with shrubs, acacias, a. few:
palm-trees, holes of brackish water, and two gazelles in sight;
wady Taiyibeh, a fine valley with many trees and a little
water, and near it eo large plain with many shrubs, a bitter
fountain (el Murkhah), and a reservoir of rain-water not far
distant; wady Humr, with fresh herbs and shrubs, and
traces of reecnt rnnlling water; and later yet, "an extensive plain with many shrubs," of at least six different kinds,
and good pasturage for the camels. In this vicinity is the
almost undoubted encampment by the Red Sea (Ras Selimeh); the plain, IShut in by a waH of rocks, stretches out
three or four miles in length and three-fourths of a mile in
width along the shore. 1 From wady Taiyibeh however,
Robinson deviated from the probable track of tbe Israelites
to visit the old Egyptian ruins and inscriptions of Surabit
el-Khadim, finding as he proceeded excellent water in a side
valley (while wady Humr spread out into a broad plain
sprinkled over with herbs), seeing a flock of sheep and goats
pastured in wady Suwuk, and a wild goat on the rocks
above. The nex.t day he entered a wide valley (Khumileh),
with many shrubs on each side and abundant inscriptions;
he 800n came to an open space and another valley, both
containing an unusual number of Seyal trees; then to a
side valley (Ibn Sukr) with good water; at abont nOOIl, to
"a great sloping plain, several miles in breadth, covered with
tufts of llerbs, furnishing abundant pasturage ill seasoOl"
when rain falls," where a part of the Tawarah Arabs were
encamped; at three o'clock, to still another plain, with
many sbrubs; and at evening he procured good water at a
spring near the encampment. From tbat point during tbe
remainder of the approach to Sinai, he found no necessity
to make any special provision for water, although it had
broad and rllll of treea," Bnrekhardl; "a glorion8 oasis" ....bero "we repoted
in gran as Ian as oarselveI," Tiscbeadorf. - Kartz', BielOry or Old CoveD&D&
VoL i l l p.18t.
1 Karta', HielOry of the Old. Covenant, Vo\. III. p. It.
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been for two years a season of great drought in the penil~
8ula.1
Returning to the probable course of the Israelites, from
the Encampment by the Red Sea, a shadeless march of
twelve miles across the plain of Murkhah (the supposed "wilderness of Sin "), and most likely the exhaustion of their
supplieR would give rise to complaints and to the despondency which God thenceforth relieved by the supply of
manna (Ex. xvi). The furt.her statiolls on the way to Sinai
are uncertain. If Dophkah be Seetzen's el-Tabbakkha in
wady Mokatteb, and Alush be, as Bunsen thinks, wady
Feiran,t- both which valleys invited their steps, - the~
marches were, for many miles, throngh a comparatively fertile region. The wady Feiran, espf:'!cially, is a delightful
region, according to the testimony of all travellers. It has a
fertile soil, a perennial brook, abundance of trees, shrubs, and
even flowers. Robinson says: " It is well watered, and has
gardens of fruit and palm trees." 3 Lepsius mentions it as
'I a fertile oasis, abounding in wood and water:" where" we
walked on soft black earth, obliged to defend ourselves with
our arms from the overhanging leafy branches, and we heard
singing birds warbling in the thick foliage." 4 The wady
eM-Sheikh, the longest and broadest valley of the peninsula,
- connected wit.h a multitude of side valle)"s,- well watered
for a considerable portion of the year, and containing many
tract!! of meadow land and a large number of tarfah-trees 5
would then bring them to the plain of er-Rahah at the very
foot of mount Sinai. Rephidim cannot be identified, but
might have been some point in es-Sheikh. The plain of crRaha, two and a half mUes 101lg, joined at right angles by
the great wady es-Sheil,h, and by numerous smaller valleys,
lies directly ill sight of Sinai, on the north, and so close to
its abrupt wall that one can" touch" the mountain as he
I Researches, Vol. I pp. 120, 124.
• Tbe name Alosh is perhaps preserved In Wady o.cb, somewhat to the nonh.
~ Researches, Vol. I. p. 126.
• Letters from ElEypt, etc. (Bobn), p. 297.
, Kurtz's History of the Old Cotenant, Vol. IU. p.
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stands at its foot. 1 Tbe ·whole situation so remarkably
conforms to tbe requirements of the narrative, in regard to
the t'ncampment. of Israel, as to be, in Stanley'~ view, a
"strong argument, not merely of its identity with the scene,
hut of the !!cene itself having been described by on eye-witnes8." S The (,lame impression was made on Robint'on and
Smith.3 The whole western side of mount St. Catherine
'" i:i covered, like the wadys, with tufts of herbs and shrubs,
furnishing abundant pasturage for the ftocb of Bedawill, a~
'Yell as for the troops of gazelles and mountain goats which
baunt these wild retreatll." 4 On the mountain sides and in
the multitude of valleys, to any needful distance from the
central encampment (like the modern Bcclawin, see this
Journal, Vol. XX. p. 661), the Israelites could find pasturage
during their stay of several months. Here they could find
acacia (tlhittim) wood for the tabernacle. Bya three days'
journey they could, if need be, hold communication with the
mining region, while they had silver and gold, besides their
flocks, with which to purchase whatever they could not have
transported from Egypt.
It was on leaving Sinai that Moscs requested Hobab to
be their guide; a precaution justified by the present condition of the region, since this two or three days' travel is found
by travellers the most toill4ome aud discouraging part of their
journey.5 After crossing wady Murrah among the hills of
drift-sand, it rcquired all the skill of Robinson's guide to
keep the road, while Burckhardt's lost the way.' Hence the
murmuring for more substantial food, and the "graves of
Just" at Kibroth Hattaavab. Kadesb Barnea is perhaps not
1 BohinllOn's Researches, Vol. I. pp. 131, 1·&1. The peak es-Sofsnfeh. Kortz.
following Labonle, Tisl·hendorf, an;) even Ritter, still contend. for the traditionnl
Jebel Musa
the place of law-giving, and the Wady Sebayeh as the pineo of
...emblage. Bot Stanley, with the argoments before him, 00 the epot, rejeets it.
• Sinai IIIIlI Palestine, p. 42.
• Researches, Vol. I. pp. 130, 141.
• Ibid., p. 162.
I We admit at present Robinson'. i(lenti6ration of Hueroth with Haderah.
If it be lit el·Ain in Wady Salakah, the statement i. eqllally traG.
.
• BobiDaloD'. ReseArches, Vol. I. 222.
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to be sought, with Robinson, at Ain el· Weibeh, but, according to recent discoveries, in wady Muweilch (MoiUahi),
where the Arab name stilJ remaills,t and a copious spring
gUt:ihes from the rocks. The immediate plain around is
uine or ten miles long, by five or six: miles wide. Iu the
intermediate region Robinson enumerates seven springs of
living water, known to run from the western mountain range
into the valley el-Arabah jll and though crossing it in. a very
dryl season, he constantly mentions the occurrence of dry
water-courses, sometimes" full of herbs," and of trees, shrubs,
grass, herbs, or vegetation in some form j 3 besides learning
from the Arabs that in rainy seaSOAS grass springs up all over
the desert. He learned the names of some ten Arab tribes
now inhabiting the great western desert.' Mr. Drew, who
crossed the desert from a different direction (northwest from
Nukhl) to the same point, gives a similar though strongpr
representation. He mentions successively, in his daily journal, "continuous vegetation"; "extensive spaces covered
with vegetation"; "some acres under cultivation"; "a
wady 8S fruitful and picturesque as Fciran, with grain
growing on it, and birds singing"; "patches of ground
under cultivation, and growing barley and oa~"; and, further along, "extensive field enclosures." And of the whole
region just north of where we incline to find Kadcsh Barnea,
he says, "the whole country WIlS at one time evidently
under cultivation." 5
This last-mentioned rpgion, it should be remembered, was
the northern point of the Israelites' residence during the chief
part of their exile - some thirty-eight years. Herp, most
likely, they spread themselves over the land, cultivating the
soil and making the most of their f.1ituation. Their southern terminus was the head of the Arabian Gulf, where were
So Knobel, Bunseu, Kurtz.
Reaearchea, p. 1I68.
I Ibid., pp.260, 1I61, 265 twice, 1I66, 267, 271, lIi4.
Be found the .. de.ertto eeale many miles south of Kadel.
• Ibid., p. 2G8.
• Jkply to C'olcnso, pp. 58, 59.
I
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onC(' the important cities Elath and Ezion-geber. Eastward,
across the Arabab (Gbor), were the comparatively fertile
lamb of Edam and Moab. The whole northeastern portion of the wilderness rises from the general plateau into an
elevated and even mountainous region, not only capable of
cultivation, and in patches still cultivated by tbe Arabs, but
exhibiting marks of still more extensive former cultivation,
with ruins of habitations and even of cities. Did our limits
permit, we could sustain this IItatement at large by extracts
from Robinson's journal. But we must dismiss the subject
in few words. Commencing at a point Borne fifty miles
south of Beersheba, we find such entries as this: "our tent
was pitcbed near a shallow watercourse, running off to
wady el-Mayein, "full of herbs and shrubs, like "lost of ti,e
wallys we had passed, Qnd affording fine pasture for camels."
Three miles furtber, on a broad plain (wady Lussan) "were
a few remains of rude walls and foundations, which we
regarded at the time as marking only the site of a former
Arab encampment. But from the many similar remains
which we saw along the road, I am now inclined to suppose
that they may have belonged to the substructions of Lysa."
Tben came an undulating, hilly country, and, some three
miles from Lussan, the broad basin el-Muzeireah, which was
fuJI of herbs and vegetation, and seemed capable of tillagE'.
Indeed, in several spots we saw traces of rude ploughing."
Tbence he ascended to the top of another long sloping ridge,
where "vegetation continued quite to the summit," and
camels were at pasture on the left. Then follow, during the
same day, in rapid succession, "three broad and shallow
watercourses, full of the shrub retem"; the Jaifcb very
broad and full of pasture, with many spots in it tilled and
.own; wady Reternat, a wide plain with sbrubs and retem;
another wady with many berbs, and at some distance beyond
the eastern mountain, a large fountain with sweet running
water (el-Ain); the well el-Birein, a little to the right of the
way; the top of the pass (beyond wady Retemat) everywhere sprinkled with herbage, and opening on Qlarge, gravVOL. XXL No. 83.
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elly plain thickly covered, in many parts, with shrubs and
coarse herbage; after twenty minutes' travel on this plain,
~everal pits of bluish, brac\d",b water, dug a few feet in a lx>d
of blue clay, surrounded by an abundance of coarse bulrushes and rank vegetation; a wide gravelly plain, thiuly
covered with shrubs and herbage, divided by the deep gully
wady el-Ain, which was bordered with graSSI, daisies, nnd
other small flowers; after crossing the watercourse, a broad
tract of tolerably fertile soil, capable of tillage and apparently once tilled, and across the wbole tract were "the
remains of long ranges of stone walls, which probably once
served as the division of cultivated fields, and which obviously were not constructed by the present race of inhauitants." I
The next day the a!\pect of the country continued to improve
rapidly. Many patches of whca.t and barley were passed
during the day; grass increased in the valleys, and herbs
were sprinkled over the hills; the songs of many birds were
heard; the country became more open," with broad, arable
v1ilIeys, separated by low, swelling hillil "; and at lengtb the
view opened on "a boundless plain, or slightly undulating
tract, towards the East, often sandy, but everywhere sprinkled with shrubs and herbs like a wady." A little fartber
along, Robinson found the ruins of the ancient city Eboda,
with its foundations of houses, hewn stones, lime.stone
quarry, columns, entablatures, and remains of a fortre&l.
Around these are abundant remains of walls, enclosing fit'ld.s
once cultivated; some of them evidently designed to Tt'gulate the distribution of water, being built of masonry, six or
eight feet thick. Here, as Robinson remark!!, was once a
numerous population; "but the desert has reassumed its
righ~, the hand of cultivation has been driven back; the
race that dwelt here have perished, and their works no\v
look abroad, in loneliness and silence, over the mighty
I It is proper to add that Robinson calls this region on the wbole " bal'l't'D aIIIl
desolate in the extreme," yet superior to what he bad previou~11 passed, and
that thero hnll been recent mins to ~t4rt the vegetation. Still" long ranges at
low stone walls" speak for themsch1!l.
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W88te." 1 This place is some twenty-five miles southwest
of Beersheba; and the country beyond continues to improve
in character.
Now this whole region must fonn part of the territory
occupied by the Israelites during the chief part of the forty
years. The sweeping charges of utter desolation are dit!sipated before a detail of facts. It thus appears that the
wilderness might be traversed, and, in parts, made habitable
by large bodies of men.
(4). It is a 'grave error to assume that the present condition of this region is a fair index of its capacity or its former
productiveness. Men who know the difference between the
Egypt, Nubia, Sogdiana. Greece, Palestine of ancient and
of modern times, should require 110 admonition against such
a rash assumption. One who has witnessed the drying of
fountains produced by a diminution of the forests in any
mountainous country, or who has seen how deeply the drifting sands of Egypt buried Mem phis for centurie!!, out of sight
and out of knowledge, will be slow to assert that the present
condition of this peninsula indicates its state three thousand
years ago; especiaHy if we know that among the mountains there has actually been a great destruction of the
forests, and that drifting sand-storms are perpetually blO\ving
3eTOSS the eastern and the western portions of the peninsula.
III the present instance, we have facts to sustain a reasonable supposition. Very ('.oosiderable changes are known to
have taken place throughout this whole region. There h.,
for example, no doubt that the gulf of Suez extended much
further north; Dr. Robinson observed evident marks of a
gradual filling up of this port,ion of the Red Sea.1 Indeed,
there are reasons, both historic and scientific, for believing
that the gulf of Suez once extended north·west to the Bitter
Lake::s.3 Dr. Beke, of the Geographical Society, testifies to a
1

Tho above ltatemenll are found in Bobinaon'. Reacarches, Vol. I. pp.

ITt- 28.,

• Reaearcbes, Vol. I, p. 71,
• Kurtz'. History of the Old

COt'eD&lll,

Vol. n. p, 36&. Stanley'S Sinal, p, 66,
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gradual change of tbe sbore-line of tbe Red Sea, both on the
African and the Arabian co&lIt, and to the fact that the
Persian Gulf is known to be becoming shallower and more
limited in extent; and he believes that the geological
changes of the region will be hereafter considered sufficient
to affect materially the physical condition of the region.l
'1'be ancient harbor of Klysma, near Suez, is now buried in
sand. There WII.8 once a flourishing port, with large business connections at Abu SeHmeh, on the eastern coast oft be
Red Sea, not far from the IHraelites' second encampment;
an important position, says Lepsius, long before the time of
Moses.' At Surabit el-Khadim, twenty-five miles east of
this point, in the interior, there are ruins of an ancient Egyptian colony, including a temple, excavatiolls in the rock,
bloclts of stone covered with hieroglyphics, among which
are the names of several Egyptian kings; while the region
around contains remains of ancient mining operations and
traces of smelting furnaces.' Further along to the southeast, the wady Mokatteb is covered with thousands of
ancient inscriptions; and its excavations, mine-shaftll, and
ruins also contain the names of Egyptian kings.. Tbese
thingt', says Stanley, imply a degree of intercourse between
Egypt and the peninsula, of which all other traces have long
ceased.' Similar inscriptions are found ill a multitude of
valleys between Suez and Sinai, extending to the very base
of Sinai and covering the summit of Serbal. It is well
known that from the fourth century for a collsiderable time
there was an episcopal see in the rt'gion of Sinai, aud the
seat of the bi8hop was in the city of Pharao, in the present
wady Feiran. Robinsoll recognizes it as an unquestionable
fact that during that time a very considerable Christian
population existed in the peninsula, and at the same time a
1 Quoted in Dr. Cummings'. ":HOIM Right," p. 185.
I Letten from Egypt, p. 305.
• Ritter's ErdkDude, Vol. XIV. p. 798. RobiDeon's Researches, Vol. L p. 113Lett(ll'l, pp. 301 302.
'
• Ibid.
• Stanley's Sinai, p. 2811.
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body of Saracens or It!hmaelites, numerous enough at length
to overpower and expel them.l Meanwhile there is positive
('vidence that the acacia trees on the mountains have been,
to a considerable extent, destroyed not only by natural influences, but by the charcoal trade of the peninllula. 2 Ritter
reasonably maintainl3 that there must have been a greater
abundance of vegetation tOOn.3 Indeed, we clln trace, from
time to time, minor changes, apparently for the worse. The
palm-trees in wady Ghurundel have diminished between the
visits of Laborde and of Stanley.4 At Ayoun Mousa RobinRan found but seven wells (some of them lately recovered
by digging in the sand) where, in 1810, Seetzen found seventeen, and there bad formerly been twenty.5
When we pass beyond Sinai, we find that at the head of
the gulf of Akaba, now desolate, once lay the port of Eziongeber, with a.commerce to Ophir; and Elath, which in R0man times was an emporium of trade to India, and for some
centuries the seat of a Christian church with a bishop. In
the northern part of the eastern end of the wilderness, Robinson fonnd the ruins of HOlDe four ancient cities, stretching
over a space some fifty miles soutb of Beersheba, viz. Lysa,
aD unknown city near wad,. Rubaibeh. Elusa, and Eboda,the last three, cities of some considerable size and pre tenBionf'.cl . At the !arne time the ruined cities of Edom, in the
mountains east of the Arabab, and the remains and bi~tory
of Petra (in the words of Stanley), "indicate a traffic and a
popnlation in these remote regions which now seems to UII
almost inconceivable." T Snch are Borne of the indicatiolls
which lead the great geographer Ritter to agree with Ewald
that this peninsula "could support far more people than it
1

ResNrches, Vol. I. pp. 188, 185.

• Smnley'. Sinal, p. 27. So the" cedars of Lebanon," which once c:ov-ered
that lIIOunuain, are now found ouly in oue small hollow.
• Erdkundll, Vol. XIV. p. 926.
• Stuller, poD.
• Kuru, Vol. III. p. 16.
I RobinlOn thinkl that the ruin. of E1ula might indicate • city of fifteen
twonf1 thousand. But a city" of that .iIe implies a surrounding fOpulation.
, S·.nlei' Sinai, p. 28.
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now doe~," and to assert that" from the small number of its
prescnt negligent population no certain conclusion can be
drawn as to its fonner condition." I
Such, on the one hand, are some of the unfounded assumptions, and such, on the other, are some of the facts concerning this ~gion. It would be a pleasant task to follow
the scriptllre narrativ~, and trace, 80 far as we can, its general conformity to the geographical situation of the wbole
region. Bllt we must forbear.
It is important, however, to say a word of the conditions
under which this march was performed. Those conditions,
considered merely from a human point of view, were the
mOl't favorable that could be devised. The leader- tbe
man who could frame in that age such a code of laws, and
cOIlId devise means 80 profoundly to impress his institutions
for ages on that Hebrew people - must have been a wonderful man. For forty years (Acts vii. 23) he acquired all
the wisdom of a residence in the heart of the most organized
nation of the old world. Then he became, by long relliden('.t", thoroughly familiar with the region of the march. It
was previously settled, while he was living in the vicinity of
Sinai, that he was to lead the nation by that very rollte (Ex.
iii. 12). He was even there instructed as to some of the details of the plan (Ex. iii. 16 - 20), including the provision of
certain costly articles of small bllik (gold, silver, and apparel,
VS. 22) with which purcbases cOllld be made, if needful, on
the way. In Egypt a definite point of departure was fixed;
warning giv~n of the final result, many weeks, perbaps
monthR, beforehand, and the mind of the whole nation kept
in anxious expectatio., by a protracted struggle with the
Egyptian power. All Israel was put in readiness for departure on a given night, by a solemn religious festivul, previously arranged for, and including preparation for, iostant
departure; then on ,that night they went forth in orderly
procession by their" hosts" (Ex. xii. 41, t)1). They pursued,
after leaving Egypt, the route over which Moses must twice
1

Erdkande, Yo!. XIV. p.

9~7.
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have travelled - once witb tbis very expedition in hi~ mind.
'J'he people themselves had been trained, in Egypt, to labor
anJ hardship. As they neared Sinai, wbere tbey were to
spend about a year, tbey were approaching a region where
their leader had spent perhaps near forty year!! of his life
(compare Acts vii. 23; Ex. vii. 7), - a region with an indefinite extent of pasturage in its valleys and on its mountain sides. Here was not only the needfnl time for legislation, but leilmre for future arrangements. And when we
actually find the' great leader securing a guide from that
point onward, sending forward the ark and its attendants to
fix the place of encampment (Num. x.), sending spies from
the wilderness of Paran as far as Hebron (Num. xiii. 22),
making arrangements to buy food and drink of two different
nations (Deut. ii. 29) and proposing the same thing to
otbers (va. 2l3),-we have no more reason to doubt the farreaching foresight of bis plans than of those of Hannibal or
Napoleon.· We are also not to conceive of the people as
traversing the peninsula in one compact body. But while
Moses went with the tabernacle surrounded by the elders
and formed a central encampment or head-quarters, the cattle with their attendants may have widely dispersed in
search of pasturage, like a modern Arab tribe.1I This view
is sustained by the statements that the ark preceded the
people to find a resting-place ·for them (Num. x. 33), that
Amalek fell on the rear of tbe people (Deut. xxv. 18), and
perhaps by the statement (Num. xi. 31) that the quails fell
about the camp a day's journey each way. That the journeyafter leaving Sinai must have been for a time oppressive and discouraging, would appear from the aspect of the
the country, and iii distinctly declared in the narrative.
Twice the people complained bitterly - at Taberab and
1 Denisch argues that the pits (I"!M~t:) or Jer. ii. 6. were water reservoirs
.ada as tbe Nabatbeans dug iu the desert (see Kaliscb ou Gen. xxv. 13), sacb

u are occuionally found now iu rocks, and sucb as seem to be more tban once
alluded to even in l'nlestine. We can only refer to his discussion (Culcnso',
Objections examined), p. 51.
I Thili ill tho \'jew of RobinlOn, Kurtz, J. L. POrlier, Dr. Beniaeh, Mr. Drew.
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Kibroth Hattaavah - and only the terrific jodgmenu of God
quelled their murmurings. But when they reached the northeastern portion of the wilderness, it may be safely assumed
that they would spread over the comparatively arable country, and would, with the supernatural aid still continued to
them, find a tolerable subtlistellC'.e.
Now it has been truly remarked by Mr. Drew, that" we
find a correspondence absolutely perfect between the details
of the narrative and the respective localities of the peninsula
to which they are assigned. Those stages of the journey
where the people are represented at! suffering and exhausted
in their enterprise, and consequently as desirous to abandon
it, are even now recognized as just the distressing stngt!s in
a route which, through a considerable portion of it, would
1I0t entail upon them excessive fatigue, or involve them in
unbearable privationtl. When the history allodes to supernatural help, it represents the people as being then in a position where such helps would evidently be required for such
a multitude." t
In view of this accuracy of the narrative, so far as it can
be traced; of aU the testimony to be gathered from the Bible
concerning the occupancy of that region; of the known
and establiRhed facts relating to its present and former condition, taken in connection with similar changes in other
once fertile countries; and of the circumstances of the journey (U represenled in the narrative, - incloding the Divine
superintendenee, - we have no hesitation in declaring the
objection to be untlustamed.
We cannot better close this branch of the snbject tban
with the words of Bunsen, who, while boldly rejecting all tbe
supernatural from the narrative, is therefore the more likely
to be heard when he, with equal boldness, declares the objection to be null and void. He grants that in the preM!nt
condition of the peninsula the transaction would be an impossibility. "But wherefore? Because for thousands of
years nature has pursued the work of destructioll unbinI

Drew'. ExamiDatioD, p. 47.
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dered, washing away the productive soil by great torrents
of rain, and filling up the rivulets with earth and sand i
while a careful husbandry might, by easy methods, create a
paradise almost everywhere in this land. Terraces protect
cultivated places on the declivities; canals prevent the formation of bogs i artificial pond!!, in high enclosed valleys,
secure the means of artificial irrigation. In this manner was
Fayoum a paradise j so South Arabia, in the old kingdom
of Himjar. Both are now desolate. II! therefore the history of Lake Moeris and the description by Strabo and Herodotus of the inexpno.f!sible prosperity of that Egyptian tract
a fable; or the account of the blooming kingdom of Lokman in Arabia a fiction 1 Certainly not for our time, in
which the remains of both establishments have been brought
to light. But the Sinaitic peninsula contained Egyptian
colonies already, fifteen hundred years before Moses; he
found there comfort'and civilization. Nor must we forget
the antiquity of commerce on the water and by ooravans.
Abu Selimeh on the Red Sea was an excellent harbor;
Lepsius has set forth the importance of this place in connexion with the journey of the Israelites. Ezion-geber, also,
was a half-way station for caravans and for the naval trade
for the Arabian world. There was easy intercourse with the
opposite coast of Arabia on the Aelanitic Gnlf. The Israelites went out not poor, as is shown by many allusions to the
jewels they carried. Moreover their herds were an inexhaustible treasure, both for sustenance and for traffic. Finally,
we forget that a nation so vigorous, so accustomed to heat
and toil, knew how to help themselves. They cannot create water where it is not, but they can make pure well-water
out of a boggy pooL In short, we have only to free ourselves from the unthinking habits of the common belief in
miracles, in order to grasp with our hands the g-rou/ntllell7le88
of tI,e objections of a shallow criticism-" 1
(iv.) It is asserted that the Pentateuch containfl "notices
1

Bunsen'. Bibelwerk, U. Abtheilung, I. Theil, p. 163.
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historical, geographical, archaeological, and explanatory, implying a post. Mosaic time and writer."
On this portion of the subject tbree thinga are noteworthy:
first, the exceedingly small number of passages that can be
forced into the service; second, the singular and incont'istent pertinacity with which the objectors refuse to make any
allowance for possible changes, in the course of centuries, by
accidental corruption or intentional revision; and, third, the
slight oc('.asion which is found by the advocates of Moses to
suppose a change of text, - the Rabbins admitting some
eighteen interpolations; Jabn, ten or twelve; Witsius, four;
Hengstenberg, apparently none.
In our judgment, the strenuousness with which HengateDberg rejects the idea of solving any difficulty on the ground
of a possible or probable change of text is uncalled for; and
the resistance made to it by such writers as Davidson and
Colenso ia inconsistent alike with all the antecedent probabilities of the case and with well·known facts in the history
of the New Testament text. In the case of the New Testament, the recovery of early manuscripts enables us to pt'OfJe
these things; while in the Old Testament, unfortunately,
we cannot to any great extent go back of the Masoretic
recension. Such minor additions and alterations in the
lapse of time are intrinsically probable. They might take
place by the error of transcribers, or by the incorporation of
a marginal note into the text. 1 Even the critics are sometimes obligec1 to assume such changes in order to sustain
their objections; as when Thenius would arbitrarily change
i~~ (2 Sam. xxiv. 6 'P-~ rv~) into '45:~, and Gesenius and others,
on the sole guidance of the Vulgate, into~. They might
be intentionally introduced by authorized persons, as cbanges
required for understanding the text, or for tbe completeness
of the narrative. One sucb addition is the account of MOo
1 Thus Davidson IUppOSes such a process in ru. vii. 17 (Bib. Criticilan, Vol.
I. p. 68), while in the New Testament, e.g. John v. " and part of 3 are geb-

eratly regarded, on manuscript grounds, as interpolations. See a diaewlaiou 01
the subject of changes of text in Davidson's work just cited.
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ses's death. That such completions of the narrative should
have been made is an entirely admissible supposition, in
view of the facts: (1) that writings so ancient would reqnire it; (2) th~t there continued to exist till the close of
the canon, a class of mell like Samuel and Ezra, claiming
and admitted to stand on the same plane of inspired authority with the original writer. It is rendered a probable
supposition,jirst by actual statements in the scriptures concerning Ezra and his work. He is pointedly described as
not only" the scribe" (Neh. viii. 1, 4; xii. 26); he is "the
scribe, even the scribe of the words of the commandments
of the Lord and of his statutes to Israel" (Ez. vii. 11), "a
scribe of the law of the God of heaven" (vs.12, 21)," a ready
scribe in the law of Moses" (vs. 6); he" had prepared his
heart to seek the law of the Lord and to do it, and to teach
iu Israel statutes and judgments" (vs.10); the royal decree
recognized his function "to teach the laws of his God to
them that know them not" (vs. 25); and he most diligently read and explained to the people "the book of
the law of Moses," day after day (Neh. viii. 1- 5, 8, 18).
These are weighty as well as trustworthy statements.l
Concurrent with these statements, secondly, is the Rabbinic tradition (invested, as usual, with marvellous circumstances), declaring his eminent services in furnishing a
corrected edition of the scriptures.9 While we cannot, with
the great body of the Christian Fathers, accept all the embellishments, neither are we called upon to doubt the historic
foundation, of the tradition. Even Dr. Davidson could say,
in 1853, " nor is the historic basis of the view that Ezra bore
a leading part in collecting and revising the sacred books
shaken by the fabulous circnmstances in the writings of the
early Fathers, in passages of the Talmud, and in later Jewish
anthors." 3 Winer also declares it to be "entirely supposable that such a man performed many services for
See Lord Hervey's Article on Ezra in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.
, See references in Winer's Realwiirterboch.
I Da'ridson'. Biblical Criticum, Vol. L p. 103.

1
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religious restoration and civil regulation, of which the written tradition gives no account." 1 And Stuart well says, in
speaking of him and his associates: "All Rabbinic antiquity takes for granted that jn the time of Ezra and
Nehemiah there was a select body of men in Judea wbo
were named the Great Synagogue, and who had much to do
with arranging the Jewish scriptures, making provision for
their circulation, and furnishing the best text to be had." Ii
While therefore we shall have but slight occasion to resort
to the supposition of any changes of the text, we will not, in
every instance, be debarred from availing ourselves of a supposed occurrence, which is not only probable in the nature
of the case, but almost inevitable in fact, which is authorized by the general statements of scripture, and by the
special delivel'lluces of antiquity, and which finds reasonable support in the individual iustances.
Here, however, let us insist upon a right apprehension of
the is~ue ami the argument. Our position is simply this:
au attested fact of authorship being encountered by certain
difficulties, we meet those difficulties with an explanation
warranted both by general principles and by special grounds.
This being the case, it is entirely unworthy in Dr. Davidson
to say of such an explanation, "it is a mere hypothesis
framed to evade the difficulty lying in the way of an assumed authorship." 3 The authorship is not "assumed,"
but sustained by testimony, all on one side j the mode of
explanation is not "mere hypothesis," but is countenanced
by general probabilities and justified in individual applications. ~rhe method of reasoning is strictly judicial.
We proceed to the passages alleged in proof of a later
composition. Gen. xii. 6: "And the Canaanite was then
in the land" j xiii. 7: "And the Canaauite and the Perizzite then dwelled in the land." These words, says David80n, obviously imply that when the writer lived they had
1 Winer'e Bealrirterbach, I. p. M9.
I
I

Stuan on the Old Teetameot, p. 8i.
DaTidson'. Introduction, Vol. L p. 6.
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been expelled. But (1), as Kalisch shows, they never were
entirely extirpated, and therefore no Hebrew writer could, at
any period of the commonwealth, speak of t~eir occupancy
as a by-gone epoch (see 1 Kings ix. 20, 21 ; Ez. ix. 1). (2).
Even if we lay a special emphasis on the word then, it does
not necessitate supplying the ellipsis" though not now"; it
may equally well imply" though not at some previous date,"
or "though it was not to continue," or, simply and absolutely, it may chronicle a fact which gave significance to the
faith of Abraham. (3). We have before us three explanations, either of which removes all difficulty from Gen.
xii.6: (a) Knobel's,-that not the whole Canaanitish
people, but the single tribe of that name, which in the time
of Mo~es dwelt by the sea and on the Jordan, in the time
of Abraham still dwelt in the land, in its very interior, at Sichern; (b) Kalisch's, - that the Canaanites already dwelt
there, having migrated from the south; (c) Delitzsch's,that the "then" contains no reference to the time of the
narrator, but to a subsequent change involved in the promise
(VB. 7) now made to Abraham. Substantially this last is
Turner's view (so Gerlach, after Cbrysostom), that the
remark illustrates Abraham's faith, who believed that God
would give that Jand to his posterity although the Canaanite was then (at that very time) in tbe land. This is, in
our apprehension, the simple and correct explanation. In
the other instance (Gen. xiii. 7), the remark is necessary
to explain the full state of the case in the strife between
the herdamen of Lot and Abraham, - the insufficiency of
pasturage, or (as some would say) the dangers of strife
enhanced by the fact that then, at this same time, the Canaanite and Perizzite were still in the land. The simple,
absolute emphasis is sufficient; though, if we must find a
relative emphasis, we are as much at liberty to understand
it already as still, which is virtually Davidson's interpretation. The passages must be given up.
"In Kirjath Arba; the same is Hebron" (Gen. xxiii. 2;
xxxv, 27). The name Hebron is pronounced to be poste-
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rior to Mosesl "Tbe place did not obtain it till Caleb,
baving got it into his possession after the division of the
land, called it Hebron, after one of his sons." 1 The statement is wholly destitute of foundation. It nowhere appears
that Caleb had a son Hebron 2 (see his children, 1 Chron. iv.
15). But we are referred to Josh. xiv. 15: "The name of
Hebron before was Kirjath Arba; which Arba was a great
man among the Anakims." We answer: Kirjath Arba was
the name immediately, and perhaps for a long time, before,
but not originally. Clearly it was not the Ilame in Abraham'lS
time, for the place was not then occupied by tI,e .Anakim, but
by the Hittites, and is frequently designated by the name of
its then occupant, - Mamre, the contemporary and ally of
Abraham (Gen. xxiii. 19; xxxv. 27; compo xiv. 13, 28).
The name" Mamre," then, was older than Kirjath Arba, but
itself not the original name, since we have no reason to
understand that tbe place was first occupied by Abraham's
contemporary, it being an old place, "built seven years
before Zoan in Egypt" (Num. xiii. 12). The view of Hengstenberg is therefore highly probable and tenable. The
ancient name of the city was Hebron. It Was displaced
partially or wholly by its Hittite lord, Mamre, and afterwards by the still more famous Arba, then deliberately and
finally replaced at the conquest; hence, whenever the more
recent names are given, the older and permanent one is
added.3 Corroborative of this view is the fact that when
Davidson'. Introduction, Vol. I. p. 2Dr. Davidson probably confounded Caleb tho son of Hezron and brother or
Jerabmeel with Caleb the 80n of Jepbnnneh. But Caleb the brother of Jerabmcel was the great-grandfather of Bezaleel, the builder of the tabernacle at
Sinai. See 1 Cbron. ii. 19, 20 and EL xxxi. 2. This, or coune, eettles the
point, notwithstanding eacb Caleb had a daughter Acbsa. Dr. Davidson also
prebaps confounds Caleb the name of a place (1 Cbron. ii. 42, 43) witb a personal name. See Berthean on this paauge, who shoWl that the names in thae
ver&el (42 - 49) are of places, as in verse 21, U, Gilead and Tekoa. Hebron,
as a man's name, was at least one generation older than Moses (Ell.. vi. 18).
I Delitz&ch remarks that since Caleb found the Anakim there, but in Abra·
ham's time the Hittites, a branch of tbe Pbenicians, were owners of the ltare, j&
mOlt ol\en have changed lords and names. Die Genesis, p. 424.
1
t
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the place is first named (Gen. xiii.1S), and whenever in other
places only one name is used (e. g. Num. xiii. 22), it is
simply Hebron; but when either or both of the other names
are em ployed, we have the explanatory addition, "the same
is Hebron," - the unsettled and fluctuating appellations
being referred to the fixed and true one. But says Dr.
Davidson, the older name is not usually appended to the
later, but the re\'erse. The remark is wholly l!Uperficial. It
will depend on the object of the write·r. If he, in designating a place, finds it necessary to employ the name by
which it is now and has long been popularly known, but
chooses also to remind his readers of the older and more
suitable name, nothing is more natural. This 9bjection fails
in every particular.
The name Hormah (Num. xiv. 45) is alleged to be an
anachronism. The place is again mentioned, ch. xxi. 1- 3,
and afterwards, Josh. xii. 44 and Judg. i. 17. It is claimed
that the last passage narrates the first conquest and naming
of the city Hormah, "doomed." But no fair-minded reader
can fail to see that the first conquest and giving of the name
are related in Nom. xxi. 1- 3. It was natural enoogh for
the same writer in narrating the earlier encounter and defeat
of Israel at that place to mention it by the significant and
permanent name which it soon after earned and received.
But, it is objected, a conquel:lt is described in Judg. i. 17
(Davidson admits that the conquest of the king, Josh. xii. 14
is not a difficulty). 'l'he case is simple. Hormah ties in a
mountainous and difficult region. 'l'he Israelites first attack
(ch. xiv.) and are defeated. But on reaching Kadesh they
overthrow it and name it Hormah. They afterwards lea\'e
the region, and a land so difficult to hold reverts to the surrounding tribes. Still later, JOl:lhua smote the king (Josh.
xii. 14) in his sweeping march from Kadesh to Gaza (Josh.
x.40-43). But the final, permanent occupancy was achieved
by the tribes of .Judah and Simeon after Joshua's death
(Judg. i. 17), and the name Hormah, which practicaUy had
not displaced the old name Zephath, now became its settled
appellation.
_I
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Gen. xxxvi. 31. "And these are the kings that reigned in
the Jand of Edom before there reigned any king over Israel"
This, it is said, could not have been written till after there
had been a king ill Israel. Certainly not, if there had been
neither kings nor the firm and prominent exper.tation of a
great line of kings. But this was the repeated promise to
Abrapam (Gen. xvii. 5,6,16) aud Israel (xxxv. 11) ; and the
promise is reiterated in the narrative, only eighteen verHeS
before this enumerl1tion of Edomitish kings. Now since the
blessing of Jacob included his ascendancy over Esau and his
posterity (ch. xxvii. 29, 40), what is there impossible or unnatural in the writer's calling attention to this striking
development of Edom while Israel was still in hil4 pupilage.
" Wherefore"j say!:! Delitzsch, "can the writer not speak from
the point of view of the promise which he has previously
repeated (xxxv. 11)? That Israel was to be a kingdom
under kings of its own race, was a hope handed down to the
time of Moses, which the Egyptian sojourn was well fitted
to nourish. How striking that Edom had become a monarchy earlier than Israel, that the outcast shoot should have
attained its maturity, independence, and consistency earlier
than the promised seed ••.•. If we will scrutinize the remark a little, such are the thoughts that rise in the heart of
the narrator." So Michaelis and others. Kalitlch admits
that if this idea was in the plan and composition of the
writer, the words would cause no embarrassment, nor point
t.o a time later tban Moses. His admission is the more
important, since be pronounces such a statement in a simple,
historical style, "not only preposterous but impossible."
The reader meanwhile is at liberty to judge for himself,
whether - since that is the only difficulty - Moses was such
a man as to make it" impossible" that be should have or
record such a sentiment. The difficulty is but superficial,
and disappears on a profounder appreciation; it bas force
only in proportion as we insist on tbe necessary sballowness of the writer and bis book.l
I

It is proper to add that LeClerc, Kennirott, Graves, regard the whole pauage,
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Gen. xl. 15. "For indeed I was taken away out ofthe land
of the Hebrews." Says Davidson: the phrase" land of the
Hebrews" .presupposes its occupation by the Israelites; the
expression is not "land of Canaan," as elsewhere. The
objection skims only the surface again. The question is not
what names are properly used under wholly different circumstances; but what appellation belongs in Josepb's mouth
wbeu speaking to an Egyptian. And this term is perfectly
in keeping. The Egyptians do not appear to have known
specially of the Canaanitisb tribes, or of a common name
for their land. But they had seen the man who was known
as " Abram the Hebrew" (Gen. xiv. 13), " a mighty prince"
in that land (xxiii. 6), a man who had been entertained and
dismissed with honor by the Egyptian monarch, and who,
with his posterity, occupied a powerful position in that land.
Tbey knew this people as " Hebrews" (Gen. xxix. 14; xli.
12, etc.), - a term which indeed Gesenius specifies as tbe
name under whicb they were commonly known to foreign
nations. In Joseph's moutb it was perfectly natural, if not
inevitable, to call tbat la:nd the land of the Hebrews.
Deut. xviii. 28. "That the land spue not you out also
when ye defile it, as it spued out the nations which were
before you." This language, it is said, presupposes the
expul~ion of the Canaanites as past. But neither a plain
English reader nor a moderate Hebraist will have the
slightest difficulty with it. The common reader knows that in
such expre8l!ions as," I will write a letter when I have taken
a nap," the past tense," have taken" is but a relative past and
refers to an actual future," i. e. "shall have taken." The Hebraist knows that the Hebrew has no other mode of expressing a future perfect than by a simple preterite, which is
explained by its being in a dependent clause. Thus in Isa.
iv.4, "shall have washed," is, in Hebrew, "have washed,"
or rather, "washed." So in this passage. Four verses
previous God lIpeaks of the nations" which I cast out [am
to cast out] before you;" and then warns Israel against
lIuch conduct that the land shall spue thee out" as it spued,"
VOL. XXI. No. 83.
68
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or more exactly, "will have spued out the nations before
you." Occurring, as the language does, in an utterance
expressly concerning the future, the objection scarcely caUa
for a reply.
In Ex. vi. 26, 27, the expression, "these are that Moses
and Aaron to whom the Lord said," etc., is alleged to be
such as would be used by a writer only concerning men who
lived long before his time. But Kalisch has well shown the
inherent fitness of the language: "With these words the
narrative returns easily to vs. 13, where it was interrupted
for the insertion of the genealogy of the legislator and his
brother, the first pontifical dignitary. This is naturally done
with a certain emphasis - these are that Moses and Aaron,
etc. It is strange to observe that this passage and especially
the pronouns tt~n and bl:!, have been made to serve as proofs
against the authenticity of the Pentateuch. But we need
scarcely remind our readers that our text naturally points
with some stress to Moses and Aaron, on whose account
alone the genealogy had been inserted j and those words
mean simply: this is the descent of Moses and Aaron who
were now sent to Pharaoh j and they correspond prei:Uely
with vs.13 and 14, thus returning to the commencement of
the parenthetical list, and indicating its conclusion." 1
Ex. xi. 3. "Moreover the man Moses was very great in
the land of Egypt, in the eyes of Pharaoh's servants, and in
the eyes of the people." This is said to be unsuitable in the
mouth of Moses. How so 1 It is part of the actual historic
reasons why the Egyptians freely imparted their jewels to
the Israelites. The first reason was that" the Lord gave
them favor in the eyes of the Egyptians," i.e. kindly disposed
the latter j the second follows: "moreover, the man Moses
was very great," etc., i.e. the Egyptians were impressed with
a profound awe for the great leader. It was a reason that
required to be given, because the grand visible reason.
"With historical faithfulness and unaffected simplicity,"
says Kalisch, " Moses makes these remarks about his own
1 Kalisch on ExodU8, in loco.
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person j they are hist.orical facts j and he relates them with
, the same objective impartiality with which Xenophon speaks
of himst'lf in the Anabasis, or Caesar in his Commentaries." J
Num. xii. 3. "Now the man Moses was very meek, above
all the men which were upon the face of the whole earth."
Such commendation of himself is prononnced impossible to
have come from Moses. Two methods of reply have been
adopted.1 The first (of Calvin, Hengstenberg, Gerlach), that
the statement of fact was important in the connection, as
sbowing how God was self-moved to vindicate this meekest
of men j and that a truly good man who had grace to
record frankly his own defects, might by the same grace be
enabled, withont either Phariseeism or false modesty, to
record also this trait of bis character; as John calls himself
the disciple whom Jesus loved, and as Paul holds up his
own example to the Philippians (Phil. iii. 17), and calls the
Tbessalonians to witness to his blameless life (1 'rhess. ii.
10). None but a Pharisee will deny the possibility. Other
writers (Jahn, Rosenmiiller, Kurtz), though admitting the
possibility of the explanation, yet incline to view tbe statement as the comment of a later hand, because, (1) the connection is complete and even closer if the verse is omitted ;
(2) the declaration appears diBproportionate to the occasion i
(3) it has no close counterpart except Dent. xxxiv. 10, confessedly by a later hand; (4) the statement seems more
natural amI probable as the admiring comment of another
person, especially in its sweeping extent: "meek above an
the men which were upon the face of the earth." We have
no serious objection to this latter view.
The frequent formula, "unto this day," is cited 8.8 indiI Dr. Davidson reason. in tbe following very peculiar mode. "It is the recordi"!J of tbe fact that Moses was a great man in Egypt wbich is unsllitable;
not the fact itself..•••• So far from Moses's greatness being an additioool reason, it detracts from and irreverently spolla the one just given. Surely the fact
that God p"e the I.raelites favor in the sigbt of tbeir enemies rendcra anyotber
reason at once unnecCisary and derogatory to God Almighty." [I I]
t We let aside the translation .. afflicted" for ~~,. Tbe word invariably
rames with it tbe idea of meeklless, thougb also co~~only implying afHiction.
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eating a lapse of time too great for the life-time of Moses.
But the phrase is entirely indefinite and is applied even to a
very brief period, as (Gen. xlviii. 15) t.o a portion of Jacob's
life-time, and (Josh. vi. 25) to a still more limited portion of
Rahab's life-time. Dr. Davidson ·says that the test must be
applied with discriinination, and vent.ures to cite but one
instance (Deut. iii. 14), a verse to which on other grounds,
as will appear, we incline to concede a lat.er origin. In
other words, he admits that the phrase does not carry in
itself proof of a late composition.
Bya singular process of reaBOning Dr. Davidson quotes
the passages of which the writing is expressly ascribed to
Moses (Ex. xxiv. 4; xxxiv. 27; xvii. 14), and in general the
allusions "to Most's as a writer," to prove that not Moses
but some "Jater person who used documents," composed
the Pentateuch. In like manner the express statement, 80
frequent in the last of Exodus, "as God commanded Moses,"
is declared to show a time posterior to Moses for at least 1M
form of those Jaws. But as thelle passages, and nearly every
portion of Leviticus, are given in minute detail and exact
phraseology as the very utterances which "the Lora spake
unto Muses," it is impossible to stop here. If the testimony
of the witness is good for anything, it is good to show that
the whole book of Leviticus, for example, is an exact record
of what was uttered to Moses, and therefore must by him
have been recorded.
The capricious extent to which these arbitrary objectious
are carried, is seen in the statement that designations of
Joshua as the minister of Moses (Ex. xxiv. 13), and as " his
llervant Joshua, the son of Nun, a young man," are not such
as would have been written by Moses himself.1
Two or three passages, however, offer objections of more
weight. In Gen. xiv. 14 mention is made of a place named
Dan. But the town Laish did not receive the name Dan till
taken by the Danites (Josh. xix. 47 j J udg. xviii. 29), after
the death of Moses. Two replies are offered. Jahn, Hi1

Davidson's Introduction, Vol. I. p. Ill.
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vernick, Keil, and Kalisch reply that there were two places
of the name, and that this is the older place, bearing it~
Dame from a much earlier period. For this view it is urged:
(1) That another Dan is expressly mentioned (Dan-Jaan)
2 Sam. xxiv. 7, a fact not to be set aside without changing
the text. Hitzig here cuts the knot by arbitrarily changing
~ to -=~~, and reading Dan Laish. Gesenius, Winer, and
others would change j~ to .,~~ . The latter change has no
support except the Vulgate rendering, "in Dana sylvestria;"
and the designation is found nowhere else. Dr. Davidson
conyeniently takes no notice of the reading. (2) The other
names of the chapter are very old names (iiome of them obsolete in the time of Moses), Bela, En-Mishpat, Siddim, Salem, Hazezon Tamar. (3) The chapter is remarkable for
giving the older name and appending the modern, when
there was a modern one, - Bela which is Zoar i Siddim
wbich is the Salt Sea; En-Mishpat which is Kadesh i Shaveh
which is the valley of the king; consequently his style would
have been" Laish which is Dan," had he intended that place.
Other considerations of less weight are adduced by Havernick.! The other reply is, that, though there was but one
city called Dan, its later and mor~famous name was substi·
tuted for the earlier and obscurer, either by the incorporation
of a marginal reading, or by design. Various indications
point to tbis conclusion: (1) The chapter itself, as a whole,
with its ancient names and minute designation of persons
and localiti~, bears marks of the highest antiquity - of having come down from a t.ime when the fact:> were recent.1I
(2) The occurrence of this one modern name unexplained, in
the midst of a narrative dealing so exclusively with ancient,
aod in part obsolete, names, while pointing somewhat clearly
mvemick's Introduction to the Pentateuch. p. 148 (Clark).
Thus Ewald reckons it (Geschichte, i. 3~) a relic or Patriarchal times.
Tuch says, that but tor this one word Dan "we might well-nigh believe we
were dealing with a writer or the period previous to the Israelitish invasion"
(Commenw in loco). Knobel (in loco) admits that the Jehovist mnlt have
drawn the acconnt " from an older writing," and he assigns to it the first plnce
in hia so-called .. war-book."
1
I
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to the well-known Dan, is a phenomenon pointing also to
another hand than that of the original writer; the more
especially as kis method was, in case of two names for the
same place, to mention first the older and annex the later.'
(3) Strong proof that some uncertainty or confusion must
ha ve existed as to this name in the manuscripts, is found in
the fact that both the Samaritan Pentateuch and the Arabic version contain the reading" Banias" for Dan. (4) Add
to this the facility with which a name that became so famous
as the northern boundary (" from Dan to Beersheba" ) would
supersede a name whoUy obscure; and we reach a conclusion which apparently solves aU the phenomena of the case,
that the text originally contained an obscure and older name,
perhaps Laish, and that after the name was superseded, the
new and noted name took its place in the manuscripts.
This is the view of EwaJd.1I We assent to it. We certainly cannot be reproached for assuming a change of ten
by the men who, on much slenderer foundation, in order to
make good their own objection are obliged to assume a
change of text in 2 Sam. xxiv. 7.
Ex. xvi. 35, 36. "And the children of Israel did eat manna
forty years, until they came to a land inhabited; they did eat
manna until they came into the borders of the land of Canaan. Now an orner is the tenth part of an ephah." As
Moses was dead before the manna ceased, it is argued that
he did not write the first of these verses: and that the explanation in the second corresponds to the idea of a later origin.
Hengstenberg replies, that the evident intention is not to
mark the time of the cessation, which fact is stated in Josh.
v. 11, 12, but the length of its continuance. It was not a
transient benefit to meet a sudden emergency, but was cautinued during the whole exile, from the first to the fortieth
year, when they reached the borders of their futore inherit1 If with Tach we take these explanatory additiODS as the , t - of a Ia&l!r
haDd, we are still forced to the position that the original writing which used the
old Dames, Bela, etc., only, could Dot have cODwned ~he name Dan.
sEwald's Geschichte, Vol. I, p. 73.
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anee. The reply has force. And yet (1) the very definite
specification of coming into the borders of Canaan, (2) the
appended definition of an orner, and (3) the distinct parenthetical character of the vers~s, together with the anticipatory nature of the first, make us willing to view them as
additional statements by a later hand, such as in the New
Testament we find in John v. 4, and part of vs. 3.
Similar passages occur in Deut. ii. and iii. In ch. ii.12, afafter relating how the Edomites expelled the Horims and
occupied their land, the speaker adds, " as Israel did unto the
land of his possession." Rosenmiiller maintains truly that
the passage may be translated "as Israel does," i. e. is in
process of doing, and that we need not suppose a later hand
than Moses. But we find (1) that this passage is omitted
in one Hebrew manuscript and in the Samaritan version;
(2) that vs. 10 -12 interrupt a direct speech, by a circuitous
and apparently unnecessary detail of outside history, and (3)
that they change in style from the first to the third person.
Therefore we incline, with Jahn and many others, to regard
them as an explanatory addition by a later hand. For the same
reasons (except the first), and in part for additional considerations, we regard certain similar explanations in the same
discourse (viz. ii. 20-23; iii. 9 -11 and perhaps 14) as later
explanations, though Hengstenberg argues vigorously to the
contrary. Dr. Davidson inadvertently helps us with the true
remark that "they are parentheses, which break the continuity of the composition."
To the above objections may be added certain others
brought forward by Dr. Colenso, not always of his origination.
The bishop of Natal demurs to the possibility of Moses's
knowing and describing 80 well the location of mounts Ebal
and Gerizim (Deut. xi. 29,30). But, to take no higher view, the
monuments of Egypt exhibit abundant warlike intercourse
of Egypt with Syria and other countries of Asia; 1 the history
of Abraham aDd of Jacob and his family shows that peaceful
I
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communication was easy; and the narrative (Gen. xxxvii.
25 seq.) reveals apparently a regular traffic from Gilead to
Egypt, passing not far from Shechem (xxxvii. 14, 17,28),
consequently in the neighborhood of these very mountains.
Dr. Colenso objects that the name Gilgal, in the same passage (Deut. xi. 29, 30), was not given till the people bad
been circumcised after entering the land. An instance of
unpardonable recklessness. Almost any recent authority
would have informed him that besides the" Gilgal" near Jericbo (named as he describes), there was one and probably
two other places of that name in Palestine: one at the
modern Jiljuleh near the ancient Antipatris,l and another at
Jiljilia, some twelve miles south of these mountains, probably
the one here intended.i The mistake is the more inexcusable, that the locality described in the passage contradicts it.
Coienso alleges as anachronisms the expression "shekel
of the sanctuary" (tl'iDl:! ~~1l3, Ex. xxx. 13; xxxviii. 24, 2li,
26). "This," he says, "is before there was any sanctuary;
the story, therefore, could not have been written by Moses,
or by one of his age. This is clearly an oversight." 3 It was
clearly an oversight in the bishop not to look into Gesenius's
Thesaurus, and find the phrase there translated "sacred
shekel," in accordance with the predominant use of the word
c1i:t. The phrase, so understood, might be used either (1) to
distinguish some special kind of currency (an undepreciated
from a depreciated is Benisch's suggestion, sustained, as he
conjectures, by Gen. xxiii. 16), at the same time defining the
shekel as twenty gerahs; or (2) more probably, s!nce the
tabernacle service was now about to be established (cb. xl.),
this is simply the institution and settlement of the sacred
shekel for the tabernacle tax, defining it as twenty gerabs.

m.

1 Robinson'. Researches, Vol.
47 i Winer's Rea1wlirterbnch, and Kitto'.
Cyclop., Article GilgaJ i Knobel ira 1000 i Gesenius's Thesaurus, 8upplemem, po
79; Keil on Josh. ix. 6.
tWiner's Realworterbnch, p.430. KeU on ~ Kinge, ii. 1. Knobelsnppoaea
it to be Jiljuleh.
a Coleuso on the Pentateuch, Part U. pp. 86, 87.
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'The frequent occurence of the word'tt~:;? (prophet) in the
Pentateuch, is alleged against the early origin of the book,
00 the strength of the statement 1 Sam. ix. 9. "Beforetime
in Israel, when a man went to inquire of God, thus he l'pake,
Come and let us go to the seer j for he that is now called a
prophet (~~!??) was beforetime called a seer (nf"')," It is proper
to remark in passing. that tile passage in Samuel is itself
viewed as evidently a marginal note or later addition. See
Thenius on the passage. Accepting it, however, as a correct statement of fact, it is fully explained by Le Clerc's
suggestion: The word was used in the time of Moses, went
into disuse in the time of the judges, then was revived again.
The word" beforetime" has ample range in the time of the
judges preceding Samuel, and the state of the case is fully
set forth in 1 Sam. iii. 1, "The word of the Lord wall precious
in those days, there was no open vision." Hence, as the fact
of full prophecy, so the proper word prophet, had gone into
disuse, being for the time displaced by the more limited term
seer.
Num. xv. 32. "And while the children of Israel were in
the wilderness, t hey found a man that gathered sticks on the
Sabbath-day." This, says Colenso, would seem to have been
written when they were no longer in the wilderness. Very
likely. They reached the wilderness (of Paran, xii. 16 j xiv.
16) only after leaving Hazeroth (xii. 16), and certainly had
left it when they entered the borders of Edom (xxxiii. 37),
if not before.
Tbet!e passages comprise, we believe, all, or nearly all, the
alleged anaclironisms. The reader will probably be sur·
prised to find so great pretences dwindling into so slight
performances. Some of these allegations are gross over·
sights in the obje.ctors; others, pertinacious refusals to admit
a natural and familiar principle of interpretation, or to allow
scope or depth to the writer; some half-a-dozen - it is surprising that they are 80 few in a volume of such antiquity 1
I
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- are best (though not nE'cessarily) explained by supposing
some slight variations of the text. which are indicated by
the conllE'ctE'd circumstances. We apprehend that no respectable judicial body, in full possession of the facts, would
allow these allegations a moment's weight against the clear
tel\timony.
(v.) There are said to be indications in the Pentateuch
that the writer lived in Palestine. The instances cited are
few and feeble. The term "westward" (M'J!I~, ~, literally,
"seaward "), often occurring (Gen. xii. 8; xxviii. 14, etc.),
could have been used, it is said, only by a writer in Palestine, where the Mediterranean Sea was west. But Gesenins
lays it down as a settled fact that the home of the Hebrew
was Canaan. "It was substantially the language spoken
by the Canaanitish or Phenician races, who inhabited Palestine before the immigration of Abraham and hit~ descendanm,
by whom it was transplanted into Egypt and again brougbt
back with them to Canaan." 1 The word, therefore, was
simply the old, settled term of the Hebrew language, retaining
its con ventional meaning wherever the speaker lived, just as a
multitude of worus in alliangnages retain their settled force
when all the circumstances of their origin have passed away.
'rhe same is true, very likely, of the word c"'m, east-wind,
spoken of (Gen. xli. 6) as a blasting wind. This wind, it is
said, though a parching wind in Palestine, is not so in Egypt.
Kalisch, however, declares that a burning east wind, likely
to blast the corn about Heliopolis, blows from the desert of
Shur and the desert of Paran, and that it causes all vegetables to wither. Or the term may have a secondary meaning,
designating a blasting wind from any quarter. Dr. Robinson says that the Arabs called the terrible wind which be
encountered south of Beersheba an "east·wind" (shurliiyeh),
though it blew from the south!
nndergo are seen in the manifold corrections and nlterations of the Alexandrilll
and Vatican manuscripts. Let U8 remember the rate of Shakspeare.
I Hebrew Grammar, Introduction, ~ 2, 2.
I Researches, Vol. L p. 305, compare 287.
The Septuagint renden m.s ill
GeD xli. 6.
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The expression" within thy gates" (Ex. xx. 10; Deut. v.
ll), i~ said by David!.'on to be inapplicable in the desert.
Dut in both iUlltances the expression occurs in the decalogue,
or pE'rmanent fundamental law of the people, and is a phrase
of conventional meaning. The word is broad enough to
apply to city, temple, palace, or camp (Ex. xxxii. 26,27),
though not employed of individual houses or tents.1
Deut. xix. 14. "Thou shalt not remove thy neighbor's
landmark, which they of old time have set in thine inherit·
ance which thou shalt inherit in the land which the Lordthy God giveth thee." It is asserted that the allusion to the
old landmark presupposes a long abode in the promised land.
But.is anything more simple? The lawgiver is legislating
for the long future. He takes his point of view by anticipa.
tion, as the last part of the verse shows (" in thine inheritance
which thou shalt inherit"), in the land they were to enter,
and prohibits the removal of tbe landmarks which the fathers
of the nation would have set for t.he whole course of the
nation's history. The criticism which would preclude him
from speaking thus of the old landmarks which they of old
time had set, because it was not yet done, should go further,
and preclude bim from speaking of any landmarks at all, for
none had yet been placed for Israel.
Ex. xxii. 29. "Thou sbalt not delay to offer the first of thy
ripe fruits." Dr. Davidson, emphasizing the word "delay,"
says, that as this is the first recorded legislation on the sub·
ject, and is merely an injunction not to delay it, the command
supposes the offering to be in existence, and bence was writ·
ten after the settlement in the land. This is small criticism.
The expression evidently means "promptly offer thy first
ripe fruits," - i. e. at once on their ripening. It is possible
that the form of the command is modified by the fact that
the Israelites were already familiar with the idea of offering
the firn to God in case of the off8pring of animals and men
(xiii. 2); indeed, they may have been familiar with the idea
of offering first-fruits; for, as Winer show!", the practice is
1
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well known among heathen nations: and existed in ancient
Egypt.1
It is objected by the same writer that the command (Ex.
xxiii. 19), " The first-fruits of thy land thou shalt bring into
the house of the Lord thy God," presupposes the existence
of the Tabernacle in Palestine. How can a writer make
such a declaration, wben be finds the command embedded
in the summary directions for the permanent establishment
of the three great festivals, when the way is prepared for it
by the direction just before (Vf.l. 17), that three times a year
all males shall appear before the Lord, and wben the immediate sequel (ch. xxv.) contains detailed directions for the
structure of the very tabernacle here briefly alluded to ?
The same author quotes Leviticus xxvi. 34,30,43, in which
it is said concerning tbe sabbatical years and the captivity:
"then shall the land rest and enjoy her sabbaths ..... because it did not rest wben ye dwelt upon it." This, it is
said, must have been written after actual disregard of the
sabbatical and jubilee years. But the most careless reader
will observe tbat it is the sequel of a full and stringent legislation on the whole subject (ch. xxv.), establishing the institution ; and is part of a long and solemn injunction to
. observe these ordinances and" keep my sabbaths" (xxvi. 2).
The lawgiver first sets forth the blessed rewards of obedience, then draws out in detail the punishments which shall
follow the consequence of future disobedience, or, as he
phrases it, because the land did not rest [will not have rested)
in your sabbaths, when ye dwelt [will have dwelt) upon it.
This is the whole case, and it hardly calls for notice, exc.ept
to show what straws men will tbrow into the scale. Every
passage in the Hebrew Bible that contains an utterance concerning the future and the relative past of th~t futurt', can
be treated in the same manner.
To t.hese passages of Dr. Davidson tbe bishop of Natal
adds the phrase "beyond Joroan," as used in Gen. 1. 11 ;
1 Diodor'llll Siculus, L 1". See CIlUer references in Winer's Bealrirterbacb,
Article .. El'lltlinge."
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Deut. i. 1,5. He alleges that as Moses was approaching
the Jordan from the west, the phrase in his mouth should
designate the western side of the river, and not the eastern;
hence Moses did not write it. 'I'he sufficient reply is found
ill his quotation from Bleek containing the objection,-" that
the above formula was a standing designation for the country east of the Jordan, which might be used in this sense
without regard to the position of the writer. So it is often
employed in later times." It is like Transalpine and Cisalpine Gaul. So Gesenius. Bleek, however, would abate
the force of the admisl!ion by saying that most probably the
phrase first formed. itself among the Hebrews after the set·
tlement in Canaan. But the land was occupied, its modes
of speech settled, and this great landmark there before the
time of Abraham. Something more than a conjecture or
I!uppotled probability, therefore, is necessary to give any
weight to the objection. l
The attempts to find evidence that the Pentateuch was
composed in Palestine, certainly make a very feeble show.
(vi.) It is further asserted that certain" legendary and
traditional elements ,: of the narrative, "involving insupe.
rable difficulties and inconsistencies," show that Moses could
not have been the author of it. Here we meet, mainly in the
form of quotation from Professor Norton,!I the statements,
which Dr. Colenso has repeated at third hand, concerning
the mustering and marching of two millions of people, "in a
!Single night," and the difficulties of life in the wilderness.
But Dr. Davidson's closing remarks on this head are
I A foller statement or the case would add that the phrase is sometimes used
(rom a writer's position and tbat the same writer (el!J>CCially JoshUll) fluctuates.
In Joshua its prevailing nsage is as a geographical term, east of the Jordan
(i. 14, 15; ix. 10; xiv. 3; xvii. 5) in the first of whicb casea he appends .. eastward," as if to define the trne meaning of the phrase. In three instances he DlIea
it (rom his point of view to dcsignate the western side (v. 1; xii. 7; xxii. 7), bu&
a\'oids misapprehension in each case by adding rm", westward; so that the
settled geographical meaning, when aaed "ithout exp'ianation in Joshua, is, Cram
the OOtllet, east or Jordan.
2 Davidson's Introduction, Vol. I. p. 100.
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deeply significant, as showing his fundamental objection to
any record of the supernatural "Indeed, it is only necessary to examine the history, as it lies before us, to find in it
a mythological. traditional, and exaggerated element, forbidding the literal acceptation of the whole. The character of
Pharaoh under the circumstances detailed; the ten miraculous plagues, which spared the Israelites while they fell upon
the E~yptians; the dogmatic mode in which it is narrated
how Moses and Aaron presented themselves before Pbaraoh;
and the crowd of extraordinary interpositions of Jehovah on
behalf of the people as they journeyed tbrough the wilderness,
show the influence of the later traditions on the narrative in
dressing it out with fabulous traits. The laws of nature are
unchangeable. God does not directly and suddenly interfere with them on behalf of bis creatures; neither does he so
palpably or constantly intermeddle witb men's little concerns. The entire history is cast in the mould of a postMosaic age, unconscious of critical consistency, and investing
anceRtral times with undue importance."
Here we have, perhaps, the gist of the whole difficulty.
Evidence can weigh little with one who determines that
"the laws of nature are unchangeable," and that" God does
not directly aud suddenly interfere with them on behalf
of his creatures." The remark cuts wide and deep j it sweep;
alike the time of Moses and of Christ.
( To btl corltinutd.)

